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DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN
ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAM
IN A BILINGUAL COLLEGE
by Clara Virgcn Velazquez
The main goal of the dissertation is to present the design and im-
plementation of an English as a second language (ESL) program at the
college level.
Chapter I presents the rationale for viewing the United States as a
bilingual nation and also serves as a background for the entire disserta-
tion. This chapter explores the apparent paradox that although legally
the United States became a multilingual nation with the signing of the
Treaty of Paris in 1898, it is only recently that efforts have been made
to meet the need for bilingual education at a national level. The chapter
also explores bilingualism in New York City and the educational prob-
lems which have resulted. These problems now encompass the college
level as well as the elementary and high school levels because of an
open admissions policy which guarantees each New York City high
school graduate a place in one of the nineteen colleges of the City
University of New York. The Open Admissions Policy has changed
the character of the college population, creating a new population
which lacks the necessary linguistic and academic skills needed to
2succeed in college life. Part of this college population are either
foreign-born or American citizens born in Puerto Rico. ESL programs
have been instituted to help this population, and the problems associated
with these programs are explored. The dissertation presents a strategy
that will endeavor to solve some of these problems.
Chapter I serves as a basis and rationale for the entire dissertation.
It gives the sociological roots of the problem and presents an overview
of the educational efforts attempted for their solution. It indicates why
New York City needs an innovative method of teaching English to those
Hispanic students who desire to pursue a college education but are un-
able to do so because of language deficits.
Chapter II presents a theoretical framework of current methodological
trends as reflected in the ESL literature of today. The chapter also
deals with the exposition of opposite methodological positions and the
examination of studies dealing with the effectiveness of these trends.
The purpose of this chapter is to give the dissertation its ideological
substratum, and this information can be utilized by anyone attempting
to devise a similar kind of curriculum.
Chapter m studies the objectives that the ESL program attempts to
meet. These have been categorized as linguistic, sociological, and
self-oriented. The sociological objectives are designed to enable the
program to help the student achieve a better understanding of American
culture and to ameliorate the culture shock which the student experiences
3in his new social milieu. The self
-oriented objectives are designed
to enhance the student's self-identity and to make him aware of con-
tributions Hispanic culture has made to American culture. The
linguistic objectives are designed to allow the student to interact
verbally with his new social environment and culture. Ail three
objectives are meant to help the student assimilate the features of
his new surroundings.
Chapter IV offers an ESL curriculum which will guide educators
attempting to establish a program of this kind. It offers a specific
model of a program similar to that in existence at Hostos Community
College, a bilingual college of the City University of New York.
Methods of instruction, specific graduated levels of language learning
and special facets of a bilingual curriculum extending beyond simple
language teaching are presented.
Chapter V presents a short description of the type of personnel
which might best implement the program, the program's relation to
the community it serves, and its general applicability to different
situations. These two chapters detail the program and its implemen-
tation and thus form the nucleus of the dissertation.
Although the program was prepared for a specific bilingual
(Spanish -English) community and village setting, it is expected that
the model will be equally applicable to other communities and colleges
throughout the country.
Chapter I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Introduction
From a purely legal standpoint, the signing of the Treaty of Paris
in 1893 1 made the United States a bilingual nation and created a moral
obligation to educate the Spanish-speaking residents of the areas ceded
to the United States under this document. The treaty obviously in-
tended to safeguard the cultural autonomy of the native population by
guaranteeing their right to retain their culture, language and religion.
Additional responsibility for bilingualism in the United States was added
7
in 1917 when the Jones Act made some one million Puerto Ricans
citizens of the United States even though their culture and language
were Spanish.
It is interesting to note that the United States is one of the few coun-
tries in the world in which a man can be considered educated and speak
but one language, in spite of the fact that the United States has probably
been the outstanding country in receiving millions of people who have
spoken all of the major languages of the world. Some say this is a
lAs a result of the Spanish-American War, Puerto Rico, Guam
and The Phillipines were ceded to the United States.
2T/homas7 G. M/athewJs^onJ, "Puerto Rico," Encyclopedia
Kritannica. 1969.
1
2monolingual, country, because this is not a single nation but a teeming
nation of nations. Consequently, one tongue wa3 needed to bind to-
gether diverse elements. Others point out that the United States does
not have many different-tongued neighbors close to it except, of course,
Mexico.
The Need for ESL Programs in Higher Education
New York has always been a port of entry for the children of the
world and their parents. This has made the New York area a poly-
cultural and polylinguistic community where almost all of the major
languages of the world are represented. Of the countless immigrants
from all over the world who have entered the United States through
the port of New York, some have dispersed throughout the country
but a large majority have remained within the confines of the city and
its suburbs. A recent relaxation of the immigration laws has resulted
in a tremendous increase of the immigrant population of the area.
Due to transportation difficulties between Puerto Rico and the
continent during the early part of the century, only a handful of
Puerto Ricans took advantage ot the opportunity afforded them by the
Jones Act. Increased job opportunities after the Second World War
and the large-scale introduction of trans -continental passenger air
service, Puerto Rican migration increased tremendously. These
two factors have brought to the shores of the city during the last
3two or three decades thousands of adults who are unable to speak the
English language. Some of these immigrants wanted to improve their
education by attending institutions of higher learning within the city,
college entrance examinations prevented them from achieving this
goal. They were forced to take crash courses 3 to learn English and
become eligible for college admission. These courses were (and for
those still remaining, are) usually associated with a Continuing Edu-
cation program of the university or an outside organization connected
with the university, and were solely devoted to the teaching of English
as a second language to the very rich. This situation recently changed
as a result of a change of philosophy in the largest university of the
city, the City University of New York. Patricia Cross has expressed
this change in the following way:
Certainly we will continue to educate leaders;
we will always need intellectual leadership. But
institutions like CUNY /"City University of New
York7 have taken on an additional and much more
difficult assignment. The task of the new CUNY
is not to predict who will fail, but to make life
better for every student crossing its threshold. ^
^The following universities are examples of institutions which offer
one-year immersion courses as preparation for college entrance:
Columbia University, New York University, and the University of
Michigan at Ann. Arbor.
4"On Learning and Change --The New Learners," Change , 5
(1973), 67.
4This change in philosophy has resulted in the Open Admissions
Policy adopted in September 1973 by the nineteen colleges of this uni-
vers?.ty. fhis new policy has opened the university doors to hundreds
of immigrants, some graduates of secondary schools, others with the
educational preparation of a three-month high school equivalency
course taught in Spanish. As most of them have not had adequate
preparation in the English language, the result has been disastrous,
both for the student and the institution. To alleviate the crisis,
English as a second language programs have become an integral part
of the university curricula, many times bearing college credits. ^
Characteristics of the ES~L Population
The English as a second language (ESE) population attending insti-
tutions of higher learning present certain common characteristics.
Due to the large immigration from neighboring Spanish -speaking
countries, a large majority of this population will be Spanish- speaking.
Although some of our students have been in the United States for
several years, the student population as a whole has very limited
skills in the English language. The income of these individuals,
^Office of Admissions Services and Office of University Relations,
City University of New York, What Does Open Admissions at the City
University Mean? (New York: City University of New York, 19/3),
p. 7.
^Hostos Community College of the City University of New York of-
fers fifteen credits for the entire six-course ESL sequence.
5together with the financial responsibilities that they have here and
abroad has so far not permitted them to engage in any educational
pursuit that would prepare them in this respect.
The ESL population generally lacks certain skills which are needed
to compete in our colleges. Some of these skills are analytical
thinking, techniques of research, basic acquaintance with English
literature, and knowledge of investigative essay presentation. An ESL
program should endeavor to develop some of these skills.
The contact with the American culture that the ESL student has had
has provided him with limited verbal communication skills. These
skills are usually rooted in colloquial English structures which,
although serving the everyday communication needs of the student,
not prepare him for the linguistic demands of college life. Further-
more, as his daily needs have not required any written communication,
skills in written English have not been developed. This type of student
in any linguistic rating system will score proportionately high in verbal
communication and extremely low in written communication. A recent
study made at the Hostos Community College of CCJNT presents a pro-
file which in some ways corroborates the facts that we have presented
here.
The development of any ESL curriculum must take account
these considerations so that it will not only develop linguistic
skills
6in the student but will also introduce him to all these other skills tl^
he will need to survive in college life. An attempt to define such a
comprehensive program is the purpose of this study.
Problems with Current ESL Programs
One of the difficulties with ESL programs in American colleges is
their lack of realistic goals. The long-range goal which has been
established by specialists in this field, is that students attending this
type of program should gradually be assimilated into a regular course
of study in such a way that by the last semester of their stay in college
they should be attending a full regular English program.
While this goal is achievable for the majority of the students who in
their first year of college attendance qualify for direct entrance into
the advanced ESL level, this is not a realistic goal for all the stu-
dents enrolled in the ESL program. For some students the goals have
to be modified. The program must include ESL courses sufficient in
content areas to permit them to do all the English language require-
ments within this specialized program. This idea is not new for it
has been a practice at such great European Tiniversities as the
Sorbonne in Paris where a student can enter special courses in French
^The student has to demonstrate the ability to organize simple,
compound, and complex structures in verbal and written form and in
addition has to develop compositions with clarity and grammatical
accuracy (Hostos Community College Catalogue, 1973-1974).
7leading to the equivalent of an American Master's degree in French. 8
In this institution foreign students enter special tracks of studies with
their own particular goals and objectives which differ from those of
native-speakers. Many other universities have a special curriculum
which caters to non -native students and whose sole purpose is to make
the students fluent in the target language.
The present English language requirements seem to lack a
realistic approach in reference to the student whose language is other
than English, as it is impossible for a non-native to fully compete
with native speakers at the completion of three semesters of study.
The experience at the Hostos Community College and the Kingsboro
Community College^ corroborates this. Therefore, some provisions
have to be made so that this segment of the student population can ful-
fill its English language obligations through a comprehensive English
as a second language course of study.
SD^partement experimentaled' etude de la civilisation fran^aise
de la Sorbonne, Aux &tudiant.s Etrangere s (Paris: La Sorbonne,
1972 ).
9Experience at Hostos Community College has borne this out. I
would like to acknowledge the assistance of Professor Loudes Mangual
de Mendell, Assistant Director to the Bilingual Institute, Kingsboro
Community College of CUNY. Interview, New York, 1973.
8Purpose Of The Study
Assuming, as we do, that a need exists for some type of ESL pro-
gram, it is important that a strategy be presented whereby English as
a second language as a content subject can be fully integrated within
the institutions of higher learning. This strategy should insure that
the transition from a non-English-speaking to an English-speaking in-
dividual be made without delaying the student's academic progress. 10
Therefore, it is the purpose of this dissertation to present a prototype
for an ESL program, at college level, that will help solve the dilemma
of Spanish-speaking students.
The prototype proposed here is particularly relevant for the
teaching of English to Spanish- speaking minorities in New York City.
The reasons for selecting this focus are the following:
1. The New York area is a polyglot community which
includes representatives of almost all Spanish
-
speaking countries in the world with a large con-
centration of the Caribbean, Central America,
and northern sections of South America.
^Whenever possible interdisciplinary subjects, i.e., sociology,
mathematics, science, etc. , should be taught in Spanish during the
student's first year of residence at the college. Gradual integration
of the student in the regular college stream of studies should be ac-
complished in such a way that by his last year he should be able to
take a complete program in English.
92. Our research will be concentrated in this
particular area because of the profusion and
diversity of English as a second language
programs available. However, the prototype
will be constructed in a way that will facilitate




Bilingual education refers here to a method of developing students'
linguistic skills in a target language (English) while furthering his
academic progress through a course of study in his native tongue.
The goal is assimilation into the English-speaking academic main-
stream after a certain number of semesters. Although bilingual edu-
cation has existed in this country for many years, a number of large-
scale, comprehensive programs were instituted in this country after
1968 with the passage of the Bilingual Education Law. Programs were




This term defines the immediate community of the southern area
of the borough of the Bronx in New York City. As estimated by the
Human Resources Administration, the ethnic composition of the area
in 1969 was: 51% Puerto Rican, 31% non-white and 18% white. 11 The
college views part of its mission as an effort to promote a better
quality of life for the Hispanic residents of this area and of New York
City in general. "Hostos Community College attempts to reach into
£thisJ community and create alternatives for residents whose educa-
tional achievements may have been thwarted. " ^
English as a Second Language Program (ESL)
The English as a Second Language Program (hereafter referred to
as "ESL Program") has long existed as an educational concept in this
country. During the 1940s, particular programs were developed at
such institutions as Columbia University, the University of Michigan,
and New York University. ESL Programs taught the foreign student
how to function in English while attending an English-speaking institu-
tion of higher education. This means that they would be taught English
UCandide de Leon, A Proposal for the Organization of Community
College Number Eight (1969), p. 3.
12"Self-Study Report of Eugenio Maria de Hostos Community College
of the City University of New York" ( 1973 -1974 ), 3 .
11
first, and then integrated within the academic mainstream. Another
type of student served by this program was the successful foreign
businessman who needed English skills to carry on business in this
country. ESL Programs have traditionally presupposed academic
proficiency in a student that would allow him to perform adequately
at the college level, at least in his native language.
Hostos Community College
Part of the complex of nineteen institutions of higher learning
which are governed by the Board of Higher Education of the City of
New York under the overall title of the City University of New York.
Its original name was Community College Number Eight, and it was
the final educational institution approved by the Board. Its approval
was given on April 22, 1968, and it opened its door in September
1969. 13
Population.
The population of the ESL Program can be categorized as poly-
cultural and polylinguistic, having representatives from the Hispanic
community of the South Bronx and other boroughs of the City of New
York. The term "population" in this dissertation refers to the above-
named students.
^"Self-Study Report," p. 1.
12
Peer Counseling
Counseling services offered to ESL students by peers who have
made a better adjustment to the academic life within Hostos Com-
munity College. These students are recruited by the Students'
Services Program and are paid on an hourly basis.
Remediation
The upgrading of English language skills by native English speakers.
The term "remediation" in this dissertation refers to the initial com-
pensatory studies in language arts offered to native-English-speaking
students who enter college with academic deficiencies. This is done
to provide them with sufficient linguistic tools so that they can learn to
cope with normal academic situations at the college level.
Conclusion
Listed below are some of the points which summarize the rationale
for establishing ESL programs at college level:
1) They would provide for new foreign arrivals an
opportunity to learn and function in English while
working toward a college degree.
2) They would serve as a continuation of the existing
bilingual programs in the city’s public school
system.
13
3) They would give an opportunity to new foreign
arrivals who bring college degrees from foreign
universities to become fluent in the English
language and thus be able to function in our
society and to utilize the amount of education
that the student brings from his native country.
Visits to the various bilingual programs at the
college level in New Jersey have revealed that
a great number of the immigrant students bring
one, two or as many as three years of college
education obtained in their native countries.^
4) They would make Spanish -speaking students
residing in the city fluent in the English language,
thus creating in them a better self-image and
enabling them to become cooperative citizens
in the new society. A significant contribution
to the improvement of the student’s self-image
is that M in the course of his education a student
acquires more than skills and knowledge. He
also finds and continues to modify his image
Mj^terview with Professor Lourdes Mangual de Mendell, Assistant
Director, Bilingual Institute, Kingsboro Community College (CUNY);
Professor Maria Turpin, Executive Director, Bilingual Program,
Essex County College, Newark, New Jersey; Mr. Alvin Bridgewater,
Associate Registrar, Hostos Community College (CUNY); 1974.
14
of himself, and he shapes his attitudes
toward other persons, races, and cultures.
. .
Since the school
. . . exerts this influence it is
essential that the materials it provides foster
in the student not only a self-image deeply
rooted in the sense of personal dignity, but
also the development of attitudes grounded
in self-respect for and understanding of the
diversity of American society. " ^
5) They would bring a rise in the aspirational
level of the student. Robert Travers states
that "the stronger the success, the greater
is the probability of a rise in the aspiration;
the stronger the failure, the greater is the
probability of a lowering. This conclusion
surely has important implications for the
teacher. In an age when the emphasis in
education is on striving for excellence,
whatever produces a gross lowering of the
15 Ernice B. Kelly, ed. , "Searching for America," Conference on
College Composition and Communication (Urbana, 111. : University
of Illinois Presl-T, 1972), p. xvi.
15
level of aspiration does not have a place in . ' "V
education.
. . . Any dramatic failure may
have this affect, and hence such failures
would surely be avoided, unless there is
some really significant reasons why the
level of aspiration should be lowered. " ^
^Robert M. W. Travers, Essentials of Learning , 2d ed. (London.
Macmillan, 1970), p. 19 5
.
Chapter II
THEORIES AND RESEARCH OF
SECOND LANGUAGE LEARNING
The ESL program presented in this study is rooted in theories and
methodologies of second language learning. These theories and
methodologies, however, represent two basic schools of thought. The
purpose of this review of relevant literature is to trace both strands of
theory and to describe the alternative methodologies. In this way, the
most effective choices for implementing a college level ESL program
for a Spanish-speaking New York City population, or for any other
student population, may be determined.
Most foreign language teachers would agree with Timothy Light that
"there is a distinct lacuna in methods for teaching grammar beyond the
beginning level."* After teaching the basic sentence types to those
students who know little or nothing of the language, where does one go
next? A look at the history of language shows what teachers have
tended to do. Says Mackey, "practice in the teaching of grammar
swings from the active oral use of Latin in Ancient and Medieval times
to the learning by rules of the Renaissance grammars, back to oral
activity with Comenius, back to grammar rules with Plotz, and back
1Timothy Light, "English Language Teaching," C. I. J. E. , 24
(January 1967), 120-24.
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again to the primacy of speech in the Direct Method. " 2 What this
quotation suggests is that language teaching methods can be divided
into two major groups according to the attitude they represent toward
teaching by rules or teaching by oral activity. If the teaching process
emphasis is placed on rules, the underlying theory can be called
mentalistic -- or rationalistic. It reflects the view that language use
and language learning are largely mental activities involving the
ability to reason and to apply rules by a deductive process. On the
other hand, methods which attempt to teach the language mainly through
active oral practice are based on the assumption that language is es-
sentially a physical activity which, like many other skills, has to be
acquired by imitative and repetitive practice. Such a theory is
mechanistic, or empiricist. The dual history of language education
has developed to the present where audiolingual habit theorists and
cognitive -code learning theorists propose various methods.
It is the purpose here to examine some of the theoretical bases
underlying these two attitudes toward language teaching and to assess
some of their implications for second language teaching to adults.
2\7\ F. Mackey, Language Teaching Analysis (Bloomington:




Of Second Language Acquisition
This theory bears resemblance to traditional rationalist thinking
which attaches great importance to the innate capacities ot the human
mind. Formulated by Carroll, it can be related back to "certain con-
temporary Gestaltist movements in psychology which emphasize the
importance of perceiving the structure of what is to be learned. " 3
How do we learn?
Cognitive psychologists emphasize organizing processes within the
individual. They are concerned with the learning of information and
A
generalization, as well as with particular responses. Max Wertheimer
of the Berlin .school, for example, suggested that productive thinking in
human subjects involves the learning of underlying processes, struc-
tures, forms, and essential configurations which can still be reorganized
even though all the particular elements change. Such learning is a pro-
cess of making new discriminations or reorganizing material into a new
pattern. Another cognitive psychologist, E. C. Tolman, suggests that
learned behavior is not merely the automatic, blind performance of
3j.B. Carroll, "The Contribution of Psychological Theory and
Educational Research to the Teaching of Foreign Languages,"
Modern Language Journal , 49 (1965), 280.
^Productive Thinking (New York.: Harper & Row, 1945).
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responses which have been associated with particular stimuli and re-
ward contingencies. Learning, he says, is purposive and rationally
directed. ^
The similarity between these views and Carroll's is apparent in the
following quotation:
. . . learning a language is a process of
acquiring conscious control of the phonologi-
cal, grammatical, and lexical patterns of a
second language, largely through study and
analysis of these patterns as a body of know-
ledge. The theory attaches more importance
to the learner's understanding of the structure
of the foreign language than to his facility in
using that structure. It is believed that,
provided the student has a proper degree of
cognitive control over the structures of the
language, facility will develop automatically
with the use of the language in meaningful
situations. . . . ^
This proposition is further based on a view of language as a rule
governed activity.
Language is rule -governed
Emile B. de Sauze states, "an intelligent adult is rarely successful in
mastering a foreign language without learning in a functional way
certain fundamental principles that govern the structure of that language




and that enable him to generalize, to multiply his experience a thou-
n
sand times. " What is suggested here is that language is innovative
only within the bounds of grammaticality. For we do not have in store
all the sentences that we. use or hear and understand. What the indi-
vidual needs is the rules for creating and understanding these sentences
These rules are held by generative grammarians as psychologically
real.
Grammar is psychologically real
According to Falk S. Johnson, there are three kinds of grammar:
intuitive, analytical, and pedagogic. ® The child or the native
speaker of a language has an intuitive knowledge of the grammar of
his language. This functional knowledge precedes its scientific
formulation as proposed by the linguist and as exposed in a school
grammar book. This knowledge is what allows the proficient user of
a language to distinguish grammatical sentences from ungrammatical
ones. Since the rules of grammar are assumed to be psychologically
real, it follows that they are developed by mental processes rather
than by mechanistic activities. The devices for activating these pro-
cesses are thought to be innate and universal.
7The Cleveland P lan for the Teaching of Modern Languages with
SpeclairReference to French (Philadelphia: Winston, 1929).
^Falk S. Johnson, "Grammars: A Working Classification,"
Elementary English , Nos. 44-45 (196 1 ), 349-52.
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Language Universals
According to the generative grammarians, the same universal logic
underlies the surface structures of all human languages. The child's
exposure to language functions to activate his linguistic ability rather
than to shape it. Consequently, says Carroll, "the differences between
the native language and the target language should be carefully explained
to the fadultj student, so that he may acquire conscious control of the
language patterns, ^ by working out the relationship between his
own language and the one he is learning.
Returning to the beginning, it can be seen that the cognitive
-code
learning theory of second language acquisition is clearly a mentalistic,
or rationalist theory. What will distinguish a method based on it from
other methods based on mentalist theory is that the rules of grammar,
after they have been made available, to the students, must be applied
in a meaningful way. To quote Jakobovitz, "An individual who has
mastered the mechanics of a language, in short knows the meaning of
so many words, knows the syntactic and phonological structure of the
language, and nothing else, would be quite incapable of communicating
«
in that language. This ne.eded "something else," communicative
^Carroll, p. 281.
10Leon A. Jakobovitz, Foreign Language Learning: A Psychological
Analysis of the Issues (Rowley, Mass.: Newbury House, 1970).
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competence, cannot develop without a situation of meaningful use.
This brings us to an examination of the audiolingual habit theory
which neither places emphasis on rules nor strongly advocates the
creation, in the classroom, of situations of meaningful use.
The Audiolingual Habit Theory
According to Cooper, the audiolingual method is distinguished by
the following features:
First it places great emphasis on speech not
only as a goal of instruction, but also as the
medium of instruction.
. . . The use of the
student's first language is minimized and
translation is discouraged. . . . Explicit
statements by the teacher about the nature
of what is being learned are discouraged.
Finally, great importance is placed upon
mimicry, memorization of prepared dialogues,
and repetitive substitution and transformation
drills in which patterns are varied in controlled
ways. . . . ^
The theoretical bases underlying this method have been elaborated
partly by American structural linguists and partly by behaviorist psy-
chologists .
^Robert L. Cooper, "What Do We Learn When We Learn a Lan-
guage?" TESO-L Quarterly , 4 (1970), 303-14.
Language and the Language Learning Process
Bloomfield and Skinner are the best-known behavior theorists of
23
language and the language learning process. According to them,
language is a set of habits that should be established through a
mechanical habit -forming process. In the foreign language classroom,
this process is to be implemented mainly by means of mimicry-mem-
orization and pattern drills, i. e.
,
the manipulation of language struc-
tures according to stimulus
-response principles.. Reinforcement and
reward play an important part in this habit-forming process. The
stimulus sentences are so devised as to elicit one possible right
answer according to the principle that the student learns not through
making mistakes but by being correct. When, resulting from these
techniques, basic language habits have been established to a high
degree of automaticity, language skills are to develop by analogy.
In addition to the formulated linguistic and psychological theories on
which the audiolingual method was based, proponents of this method have
also accepted a basic premise which we shall consider next.
Languages are different
Leonard' Bloomfield suggests, in his Outline Guide for the Practical
Study of Foreign Languages , that the language learner should " start
with a clean slate /because? the sounds, constructions, and meanings
24
of different languages are not the same. " 12 This view expresses the
structural linguists' denial of language universals. These theorists
hold that the learner must counteract the influence from native lan-
guage habits if these are not to be reflected in his foreign language
usage. Therefore, where all the students in the class speak the same
first language, many audiolingual programs also rely on analyses
which contrast the structures of the target language with those of the
first language. It might be said that the audio linguists concentrate
too much on the surface manifestations of language, as opposed to the
underlying structure and that because of this they have never dis-
covered the similarities between languages and thus never make
generalizations about human linguistic "habits."
Others have questioned the audiolinguist view. The idea that lan-
guage acquisition necessarily includes an analysis that encompasses
more than a superficial study of grammar and vocabulary is based on
the position of the rationalists who, as we saw earlier, present learn-
ing, and especially language learning, as a rationally directed activity.
The rationalist view, however, presents its own set of difficulties.
Before Jakobovitz, Ausabel had noted: "It takes a long time to dis-
cover grammatical rules autonomously and inductively; and until the
^Outline Guide for the Practical Study of Foreign Languages (Balti-
more: Linguistic Society of America, 1942), p. 1.
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correct discovery is made, practice is not transferable. Further-
more, as long as the rules are known only intuitively and implicitly,
their transferability to comparable situations is restricted to what is
analogically quite similar and obvious. 1,13 Thus a student left to him-
self will be delayed in becoming creative in the language. Further, he
will not be assured of the capacity to use the language correctly in
novel utterances.
So far, the attempt to examine differences between the cognitive-
code learning theory and the audio lingual habit theory has been limited
to the theoretical plane. Now, the practical value of different methods
based on the principles outlined above will be assessed.
Research Studies On The Effectiveness
Of Various Methods
Studies aimed at settling the methodological battle in the teaching of
grammar to adult learners of foreign languages fall into two main cate-
gories. Some experiments were designed and conducted on broad, and
not very well defined terms, and generally confirmed the above facts.
*3 David P. Ausabel, "Adults Versus Children in Second-Language
Learning: Psychological Considerations," Modern Language Journal ,
48 ( 1964 ), 420 -24 .
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For example, Sc»he rerand Wertheimer*4 reported that the students who
had received a cognitive type of treatment did better in reading, writing,
and translation than those who had received an audiolingual or habit-
forming type of treatment. Such findings are hardly surprising. It
was said earlier that the audiolingual method was characterized by the
fact that it emphasized speech but discouraged translation. Besides,
its proponents viewed writing and reading as secondary linguistic skills
that should not interfere with the development of speech. Whereas
translation, reading, and writing are important activities in a class-
room where a rationalist method is applied. It is therefore not sur-
prising that the students who received instruction in reading, writing,
and translation do better in these areas. Of greater importance is the
other finding nrB.de by these same studies. In listening and speaking
there were generally no significant differences between the two treat-
ments. Is the audiolingual method as effective in practice as the
theory would like us to believe? Wc cannot answer this question solely
on the basis of the findings of these studies.
There are a few other studies that have aimed at comparing the
results of teaching specific grammatical structures by different
methods. The GUME project is one of the most interesting and most
14A. C. Scherer and M. Wertheimer, A Psycholinguistic Experiment
in Foreign Language Teaching (New York: McGraw-Hill, 19o4).
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refined and invites examination in some detail. ^
The main objective of the GUME research was to test which of the
two language learning theories we have outlined earlier ‘'provides a
better basis" for the teaching of second language grammar to adults. 1 ^*
^^ch of the following results was anticipated; (1) one experimental
method will result in better learning than the other; (2) no differences
will found; and (3) the methods will produce different learning
effects in different skills." 17 The actual results of this experiment
are significant.
According to the final report, the audiolingual groups scored an
average progress of 26. 6% on the pre-test scores, i. e.
,
19.4% of the
possible progress. The experimenters thus concluded that "adult
learners stich as those represented in our sample do profit from a
purely habit-forming method in the learning of foreign language
grammar. ... It is possible for the learner to internalize the gram-
mar of a foreign language through intensive habit -forming practice,
primarily oral pattern drill. nl® In relation to this conclusion, however,
15L . Levin and M. Olssen, Learning Grammar, Experiments in
Applied Psycholinguistics, Research Bulletin Report #7 (Gothenberg:











the experimenters pose a crucial question: Does learning in these con-
ditions result from an intelligent inductive process, or is it due to a
subconscious process in which language habits are developed by analo-
Unfortunately, this question may not be answered until we know
more about the learning process.
The second conclusion of the GUME report is even more intriguing.
The cognitive -code learning groups scored an average of 48. 5% on i-he
pre-test scores, i. e.
,
33. 3% of the possible increase. Following
these results, the experimenters contended that "when the aim is to
teach adults grammatical structures which differ from those of their
mother tongue, cognitive -code learning theory provides a better basis
for instructional strategies. They also reached the conclusion that
a teaching strategy determined by the cognitive -code learning theory
seemed to generate a more favorable attitude with adult students.
This directly confirms one widely held opinion about one way in which
adults differ from children in a learning situation. Robert Lado, whose
name is often associated with audiolingualism, stated that "Adults
learn more effectively by systems and by systematic cataloguing than
do children." 20 Also, Palmer said: "Adult students in general dislike
19ibid.
Language Teaching: A Scientific Approach (New York: McGraw-
Hill, 1964TT
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forming new habits and avoid such work as far as possible; they seek
to replace it by forms of study requiring discrimination and other
processes of the intellect." 21
These experimenters are careful about warning against any hasty
interpretations of their findings. In the field of language teaching pure
methods are rarely, if ever, practical. It "can be assumed that
teachers who limit their strategies exclusively to habit
-forming tech-
niques are just as rare as those who entirely reject such practices." 22
Both habit formation and cognition apparently play important roles in
the language learning process, and there is no reason to consider the
audiolingual habit theory and the cognitive -code learning theory as
mutually exclusive of each other. Carroll went as far as proposing
the term "cognitive -habit -formation theory" 2 ^ to incorporate the
mutually enhancing aspects of both theories. This study approaches
the development of an ESL program from a similarly eclectic frame
of reference.
21HaroldE. Palmer, The Principles of Language Study (London:
Oxford University Press, 1964).
22 Levin and Olssen, p. 222.
2 3John Carroll, "Current Issues in Psycholinguistics and
Language Meaning," TESOL Quarterly , 7 (June 1971).
Chapter TTT
PROGRAM OBJECTIVES FOR THE
DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE SKILLS
The Student in the Program
Students in an ESL program strongly share the overwhelmingly
urgent need to learn English. The majority are Spanish-speaking
from various parts of Latin America: Puerto Rico, Cuba, the
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, and Colombia. There are others
who speak French or German, coming from Western and Eastern
Europe, Asia, the Middle East, and new nations of Africa, and
some who speak tribal languages. They come for different
reasons. Some are political refugees suddenly uprooted from
their culture, e. g. , from Cuba or the Dominican Republic. Some
come because they have relatives here earning a better living
than they did at home. Some come because their jobs bring them
here. They range in age from sixteen to sixty.
There are, in general, two types of students in ESL programs:
those who come with academic skills in their own language and those
who come without these skills. Most of the former have an intel-
lectual capacity for college work. Many of the political refugees
were educated and had careers in their native country. A j.ew
have already had university training. Vocational goals are thwarted
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only because they don't know English. They are, for the most
part, confident, highly motivated, and determined to get an edu-
cation and credentials.
The latter come from a low income category in their own
country and lack reading and writing skills, even in their own
language. Because of open admissions many come to college
with little formal education; many have not gone beyond the fifth
grade. All that is required for admission to the City University
is proof of a high school diploma. Students who take the high
school equivalency test in their native language are able to pass
this extremely simple examination on the basis of their life
experience.
These students are tremendously hampered by their personal
problems. The students' personal lives place unusual and un-
predictable constraints on learning English. Their problems
often interfere with attendance and class participation, both
vital to the project of learning a new language.
Although the degree of motivation naturally varies with the
individual, all need to use English in their daily lives in order
to earn a living and provide for their own and often their fami-
lies’ support. Each day these students go without the use of
the necessary communication skills; further handicapping them
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economically and socially. One shared problem is that most
of these students are living in neighborhoods with other Spanish-
speaking people. While offering them a measure of security and
^ of reference with their native culture, this environment
affords them little time to practice English and is not conducive
to expanding their English skills.
Another problem shared by these students is a great deal of
anxiety about learning English. They enter an ESL program
with a great deal of insecurity. Many have limited skills in
their own language and are resigned to failure because they have
experienced it so often before. They fear repeated rejection
because they come with so few linguistic skills. They are
apologetic about their level of language development: "I had
to go to work"; "The school was very far away. " Some will be
motivated to stay in school through any and all of these diffi-
culties; however, most students are in a very tenuous position
academically, very insecure about learning anything, no less
a language that will give them the economic and social mobility
they need to survive than an elective they may never utilize
professionally
.
Most have no idea whether or not they even want to be in col-
lege. Many are uncertain that they fit for college work and that
college is what they really want. They are sure of only one
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thing: that they want to learn English. Others find that they do
want to continue in college and are able to conceptualize and
achieve their academic goals.
Thus, the initial contact of the student with the ESL program
is crucial. They must know immediately that they have come to
the right place. An initial counseling session, their first con-
tact with the staff of the program, is conducted in their native
language prior to a placement test. The student is reassured
that he will be helped and will be given the language "tools" he
needs in order to cope with his environment. This reassurance
^11 allay his initial fears that he will be rejected because of his
language deficiencies. Since one of the goals of the program is
to build the student's confidence and self-esteem, it is essential
that in the very first counseling session the student feel en-
couraged, supported, and that he is where he belongs.
To make this sense of belonging real in terms of his learning
English, he is told in the counseling session that on that very
day he will be given a placement test. Besides evaluating
both
oral, reading and writing competence, the placement
test re-
quests data regarding language instruction in
elementary and
secondary schools and years of residence in the
United States.
It is stressed that the purpose of this test
is not to eliminate
him from the school but to place him in a class
on the exact
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level of his present competence. In this way he will be better
able to learn English quickly. Nothing will be too hard or too
easy. He is assured that he will learn among peers on the
same level as he is and will feel as comfortable as possible.
The confidence which begins to build in the counseling ses-
sion is expanded by the experience of placement. The place-
ment test is given in a large group. Current ESL students are
present v/hen the test is given. They encourage the new students
and help them feel more relaxed. Again the purpose of the test
is stressed. They are told that nothing but their own fear of
learning and their own insecurity can stop them from getting
an education. They are told that everyone has problems and
reassured that if they trust the staff of the ESL program, any
language problem they have can be solved.
The availability of other current ESL students for both
tutoring and peer counseling also allays the students anxiety.
The tutors are the best students in the ESL program. Some
are paid and some are volunteers. There is a strong
sense of
responsibility and a strong desire to help in this group of
stu-
dents. They are empathic to the anxieties of new
students
starting out where they themselves began a year
or so ago.
For example, many ESL students volunteer
during registration
to help counsel newcomers to the
program. This has a beneficial
effect for student and peer counselor alike. The new student's
confidence is bolstered, his fears are lessened, and his aspira-
tions begin to feel practicable. The peer counselor's confidence
is also boosted by the experience of seeing how far along he has
come since his first contact with the program. He may decide
to continue as a peer tutor. This will give him the opportunity
to practice his English and if his interest is in teaching, to get
some experience doing that.
The goal to increase the confidence and self-esteem of all
the students is extended in the classroom techniques used to
teach ESL. Basic to the teaching of language is that the stu-
dent be made to feel that the teacher understands his special
difficulties and is there to help him. Care is taken not to em-
barrass the semi-literate student. He is sometimes asked to
come in a bit earlier, or stay a little later during coffee
breaks where he is helped in reading and writing. Praise is
used liberally. In class the student is called on during those
parts of the lesson which do not involve reading and writing.
After a while the other students become friendly with him
and
help him. He then feels comfortable in his class
situation and
centime from there. A student is treated with respect and
shown that the teacher appreciates the student's
love of his
The teacher does not seek to imposown culture and language.
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the new language while suppressing the old, as was often done in the
past. Students are told that they are richer emotionally because they
are adding a new dimension to their lives. The pride and excitement
in learning a new language is strengthened by telling them that they
will now know two worlds instead of one.
Objectives to Improve Communication
in the Target Language
Language does not develop in a vacuum. It is the product of many
sociological and cultural forces which determine the course of its de-
velopment and the way it functions within the societal structure. A
language could be compared to a tree whose trunk is the body of
grammatical, acoustical, and graphic components which are common
to the complete structure. Its branches are those differentiations the
language has acquired by regional, sociological, communal, institu-
tional, and other societal forces which influence people. The roots
are the linguistic ancestry which has given rise to the total organism
and which continually nurtures its development. For these reasons,
a program for teaching English as a second language cannot be com
plete unless its design gives attention not only to lingustic
peculiari-
ties, but also to the roots, the trunk and the branches
-- to the
language as a whole.
The program presented in this dissertation takes
all of these aspects
to be outlined in this chapter are
into consideration. The objectives
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divided into linguistic, self -oriented, and sociological categories.
The linguistic objectives are:
1. Develop the student's intellectual
and academic capacity through the
study of English .
An ESL program must recognize that the students attending it are
enrolled because of linguistic and not intellectual difficulties. ESL
students possess the same intellectual range as those attending a regu-
lar English course of study, but these intellectual capacities have not
found academic expression because of a language barrier. This bar-
rier is the product of many factors. For some ESL students, their
stay in the United States has been of insufficient length to allow them
to master the English language. Others have been in this country for
many years but have had no previous access to the educational facilities
which might have helped them develop fluency and knowledge of English.
Still others have gone through a school system in which the pedagogical
strategies employed have not adequately provided them with a mastery
of the language. Still others have attended a high school equivalency
program which, although meeting the legal requirements for college
entrance, has not prepared them sufficiently in the workings of
the
English language. Improper preparation in the principal
language used
in our society has prevented these individuals from
developing their
intellectual and academic capacities to the fullest.
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In order to prepare these students, an ESL program must take into
account all the ramifications of the problem and develop a curriculum
through which the English teacher can instruct the student in the
linguistic skills needed to master the new language and at the same
time utilize the ESL class as an instrument for the development of the
student’s intellectual potentialities.
The ESL teacher's responsibility goes farther
than basic skills and mechanics. She must help
the student gain an awareness of and an appreci-
ation for the exciting world of ideas and concepts
that stimulate the distinctly human capabilities
of man, as distinguished from his biological
needs. This is the world of the spirit and of the
intellect, which is entered when a man with a
healthy curiosity about the way he lives at-
tempts to find answers to things he doesn’t
understand. *
2. Provide an intensive elementary one-year
ESL program, with eight class -contact
hours per week that will familiarize the
student with the basic structures of the
English language .
Usually, an ESL program consists of three semesters, or one and
one-half years of college work. Each semester has sixteen v/eeks, and
each week has three hours of classroom work. The three semesters
are usually divided into three levels: elementary, intermediate, and
advanced. This means that the student will be given a total of one
]pe R. Dacanay, Techniques and Procedures in Second Language
Learning (Manila: Alemar -Phoenix, 1963), p. 300.
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one hundred and forty-four hours of English. Although it is incon-
ceivable that a student can master a foreign language in such a
minimal amount of time, in most current ESL programs the student
completes just one hundred and forty-four hours of English study
and is then expected to perform at the same college level as a native-
born student.
This dissertation proposes a program of study that will meet the
linguistic needs of the ESL student. It includes a curriculum covering
a period of three years. Of these three years, the first is devoted
solely to the teaching of elementary English. The program of studies
consists of eight weekly contact -hours, distributed as follows:
Conversation 2 hours per week
Structure 2 hours per week
Reading 2 hours per week
Writing 2 hours per week
The focus of this curriculum is to equip the student with the basic
structures of the English language including past, present and future in-
flections of the English verb system. In reading, it introduces the stu-
dent to the basic graphemes of the language and their different combina-
tions as well as techniques in getting main ideas in reading. Furthermore
the student is given practice in basic syntax for the
construction of




3. Provide a second year of ESL
instruction with eight class -contact
hours at the intermediate and ad-
vanced levels thaL will introduce the
student to the more complex struc-
tures of the English language .
The purpose of an ESL program at college level is not only to pre-
pare the student for everyday communication in an English-speaking
environment but also to prepare the student to complete successfully
a college career. To accomplish this goal the student must be able
to communicate in the specialized world of academia. His linguistic
competence must go beyond everyday communication. An ESL program
geared to this type of student must necessarily help him in the inter-
nalization of complex structures, sentences, and stylistic refinements
which he must be able to utilize extemporaneously. The materials
that the student is to encounter throughout his academic life will make
demands on him which cannot be met unless he ha s been sufficiently
prepared to read at this level. These skills are absolutely necessary
for the enhancement of the student’s academic and professional per-
sonality.
The program of studies for the second year consists of eight
weekly




4. Provide a third-year program of two
semesters, one in the basic principles
and techniques of research and fact
finding, and the other in the major
trends of British and American literature.
A solid background in research, in fact finding skills, and in the
literary tradition of the English language is necessary for adequate
academic performance at the college level. The ESL student, as a
rule, enters the institution of higher education ill -prepared in these
areas. The goal of the third year program is therefore to familiarize
the student -with appropriate techniques and knowledge and to prepare
him to apply these toward increased scholastic achievement. The
two content areas are defined more fully as follows:
a. Research and fact finding .
Most American schools begin to prepare students in the elements of
research early in their school life. Simple research projects are done
by children in the second and third grades. As the child progresses in
elementary and secondary school, the projects advance in complexity.
This is accompanied by an appropriate refinement of the research
techniques. By the time most American students reach college, they
are versed in the techniques of fact finding, research, research
utilization, research documentation, and research presentation.
The




(1) The student must be able to delineate in a
realistic manner the topic which he is to
investigate.
(2) The student must know the sources of in-
formation which he will explore to get his
materials
.
(?) The student must be able to choose what
is and what is not relevant to his research
from the sources he has explored.
(4) The student must be able to take accurate
and traceable notes while performing his
investigation.
(5) The student must be able to analyze, plan,
and synthesize his material.
(6) The student must present his research in
an appropriate format.
ESL students come poorly equipped, even in their own languages, to
perform these tasks. These skills are often considered irrelevant to
secondary school education in their native countries, where the teaching
of these skills is confined to the university and deemed necessary for
a
chosen few who will devote their lives to research. Most
high school
preparation is gearefd toward vocational pursuits. American high
school curricula, on the other hand, are
geared toward college entrance
Research is an essential part of American college life, even at the
freshman level.
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For these reasons it is important that the ESL curriculum intro-
duce the student to the elements of research, fact finding and to the
proper organization and presentation of his work in readable English,
b. Major trends in British and American literature .
In most instances British and American literature are unknown
fields to the ESL student. A foreign student who enters an ESL
program in the United States may be well versed in a literature of his
country and in the literature of his culture as a whole. He may have
developed the capacity to savor, and to take pride in the literary move-
ments, genres, and figures of his native language. When he encounters
the literature of the English-speaking world, however, he is in strange
territory. Due to the language barrier and the unfamiliarity with this
literary terrain, he is unable to transfer his literary knowledge into
the new situation. If he takes a college course in English literature,
he confronts a situation similar, for example, to an American student
taking Spanish as a second language in a course in Spanish literature at
the University of Puerto Rico. Unless he has fundamental knowledge
of Spanish literature he will be competing at a disadvantage with
native
Puerto Rican students. This fundamental knowledge of
English litera-
ture is what an ESL literature course must provide. A
student must
be acquainted with the basic movements and
literary figures of the
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literature of the United States and Great Britain. This knowledge will
prepare him to understand and utilize the regular college literature
courses which he will take later on in his academic life. At the same
time he will be able to transfer whatever basic knowledge of his native
literature he brings to his studies of the literature of the English-
speaking world. English literature, a requisite for college graduation,
is a field which every student must encounter sooner or later during
his college life. The ESL program must prepare the student by intro-
ducing him, through ESL techniques, into this field of knowledge.
The program of study for the third year consists of three weekly
contact hours. The first semester is devoted to the study of research
and fact finding; the second semester to literature. There is an ex-
ception to this in the case of the student who intends to graduate after
one semester at the advanced level. For this student the three weekly
contact hours are divided, devoting one and one -half hours to .each of
the above mentioned areas of study.
5. Develop in the student the ability
to listen to and recognize the
sounds of the English language .
An ESL student brings a repertoire of sounds, some of which are
common both to his native language and to the target
language he is to
learn. Within this range he can transfer his auditive
and oral skills.
The English language, like any other language,
has sounds which are
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peculiar to itself. The program must prepare the student to be able to
discriminate and produce this range of sounds so that communication
will not be impaired.
Each language has its own pronunciation
system, which is different from all others.
. . . The learner transfers the sound system
of his native language and uses it instead of
that of the foreign language without fully
realizing it. . . . He does not hear through
the sound system of the target language but
filters what reaches his ear through his own
sound system. . . In linguistic terms, the
phonemic distinctions that serve to identify
the words and sentences of the target language
may be lost with resulting ambiguity; a dif-
ferent phoneme or pattern may be lost with
resulting misunderstanding; or nonpermitted
sequences or units may be introduced with
failure of communication. ^
In light of these concepts, the program must be designed in such a
way that it will utilize the auditory capabilities that the student alieaay
has. At the same time his auditory repertoire must be increased to
include as many new sounds of the target language as possible. In
achieving these auditory refinements, the teacher must be conscious
of
the difficulties and the limitations which the student encounters;
other-
wise the emphasis on excellence might cause frustration and
interfere
with the learning process.
^Robert Lado, Language Teaching A Scientific
Approach (New
York; McGraw-Hill, 1964), pp. 71-72.
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6. Furnish the student with an opportunity
to express himself in oral English using
the correct: English pronunciation and
grammatical structures .
Those foreign students who need to learn a foreign language can be
divided into three specific categories: those who are completely mono-
lingual, those who are passively bilingual, and those who are partially
•a
bilingual.
Mono linguaIs arc those students who have arrived recently in the
United States and who have either no knowledge of or an extremely limited
proficiency in the target language. They possess the use of only a few
isolated words. Monolinguals comprise the group of students at the
low elementary level of ESL study.
Passive bilinguals are those who have studied English in their native
country, usually under a grammar -translation method. These students
frequently have facility in reading and perhaps some in writing,
but
their verbal communication skills are very limited. Utterances
have
to be thought through carefully and can be conceived
only m terms of
the grammatical rules which the students learned when
they were study-
ing the language in their native countries.
Passive bilinguals fall into
the high elementary category.
^William F. Mackey, "The Description
of Bilingualism
Journal ol Linguistics, 7 (1962),
554-83.
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Partial bilinguals may have lived in the United States for a long
period of time. They have learned the language from direct contact
with native speakers, most of whom speak colloquial English. The
structures internalized by this foreign student are those which may
be considered non-standard and are usually associated with the world
of work, street activities, or entertainment pursuits. Pronunciation is
not optimal as it is the result of direct imposition of the foreign
student’s sound system to the target language without any auditory re-
finements. Writing and reading skills are extremely limited for the
partial bilingual. Partial bilinguals comprise the group of students
at the intermediate ESL level. An effective ESL program must include
strategies to deal with the oral communication problems of each par-
ticular student category as described above.
7. Give the student an opportunity to improve
his English reading skills in direct relation
to the skills he possesses in reading his
native language .
When languages utilize a common alphabet, a transfer is possible
between the student’s native reading ability and the reading ability he
ig to acquire in the target language. There are several
reasons for
this, among them the following: there are a series of
sounds that
are represented by the same written symbols;
there are a series of
words which might have a common ancestry; and the
visual muscular
techniques developed to read the native tongue
need to make only minor
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readjustments to read the new language.
On the other hand, there is language learning interference in the
areas where the two languages present no similarities.
The habits involved in reading and writing
the source language tend to be transferred to
the target language with resulting interference
where the two systems differ and with facilita-
tion where they are parallel. The force of this
transfer is much stronger than we realize, and
it persists into advanced stages of mastery. ^
Recognizing that an ease in reading English is essential for success
in college life, an ESL program must present pedagogical alternatives
to solve these problems. The program must explore traditional, inno-
vative, and technological teaching strategics to implement the reading
transfer and to circumvent the learning interferences.
8. Present the student with a n opportunity
to practice written English with special
attention given to structure and to
stylistic refinements .
"Writing a foreign language is a skill that has to be subdivided into
several sub-skills. Wilga Rivers has noted this fact in the following
mafiner:
. . .
^There arc] four major areas of learning
involved in the writing process. The student
must learn the graphic system of the foreign lan
guage; he must learn to spell according to the
conventions of the language; he must learn to
^Lado, pp. 71-72.
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control the structure of the language so that
what he writes is comprehensible to his
reader; and he must learn to select from
among possible combinations of words and
phrases those which will convey the nuances
he has in mind in the register which is most
appropriate. The first three of these pro-
cesses must be learned so thoroughly that
they no longer require the concentrated at-
tention of the writer, who may then give his
mind to the process of selection among pos-
sible combinations. ^
This passage points out four areas of study crucial to a student who is
attempting to master the skill of writing: literacy, spelling,
syntax, and stylistic refinements. In languages which possess a
common alphabet, some of these are transferred with minimal problems
from the native language to the target language. In the areas of spelling
and syntax, the problems increase as the transfer of skills is possible
to a lesser degree. In spelling, for example, even words which have
a common ancestry might present an interference problem. Although
the root and general configuration of the words might be the same in
both languages, the spelling of the word may be significantly different.
These are the words that commonly present problems to the foreign
student. For example, the general similarity of "
compos icion" m
Spanish to "composition" in English might blind the student
to the
spelling differences.
5Wilga Rivers, Teaching Foreign Language
Skills (Chicago:
University o£ Chicago Press, 1968), p. 841.
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Syntactically, too, there may be similarities between the two
languages, as for example the basic subject-verb -complement word
order which is common in basic sentences of both English and Spanish.
Apart from this feature, sentence syntax could be completely different
for the target and native languages. As in reading, the teacher of
writing must direct his energies to circumvent the areas where these
kinds of language interferences occur.
It is the job of an ESL program to try to impart to the student, as
much as possible, basic elements in the first three areas during the
elementary and intermediate levels. This leaves the advanced levels
for initial development of the aspects of stylistic refinements. As
Wilga Rivers points out, it is impossible to enter into this last area
until the student has freed himself from the shackles of conscious
struggle with the first three.
6 The teacher must be aware of the fact
that the student will seldom be able to master the target language at the
same level of a native speaker. Only in very rare cases of language
facility can a foreigner who has learned the target language in his adult
life be able to master it completely. The teacher must understand
the
natural limitations of her students and must set realistic goals for
her-





Another limitation is the fact that even native speakers have trouble
in writing their own language. We cannot expect a foreign student to
produce what is frequently impossible for a native student. Setting our
sights on impossible goals will only bring anxieties and frustrations
into the learning process.
Objectives to Help the Student to Function in the New Society
1. Enable the student to function better
in the social milieu of the United States
b^equipping him with the English lan-
guage as an instrument of communication .
Man is essentially a social being. To meet his social needs man de-
pends upon interactions in which verbal communication is of primary
importance. Therefore, human beings cannot interact unless communi-
cation is established and sustained. Outside a linguistic frame of refe-
rence, communication becomes difficult to achieve. On these precepts
rest the importance of language as a social catalyst.
foreigner cannot establish and maintain his social relations with
the dominant culture unless he is provided with the dominant culture's
language as a tool of communication. The ESL. program must bear
this
in mind; it must not see the language as an end in itself
but as a means
toward an end. Social intercourse is one of the subdivisions
of this
end. The student must be equipped to socialize,
to be able to move
with the use of language among the members of the
dominant culture group.
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An individual's social mobility within the American culture depends
to a large degree on his educational credentials and cultural sophisti-
cation. A program which is geared to give the foreign student a tool
of communication presents him with an opportunity to earn educational
credentials recognized by the culture as a whole or, in the case of the
foreign student who has earned his credentials abroad, to share the
proficiencies he has previously acquired. It offers him a chance to
climb the social ladder.
Americans have not only believed in the possi-
bility of upward mobility through education, but
have also become convinced that, in a society
which places considerable emphasis on creden-
tials, the lack of proper degrees may well be
fatal to the realization of their aspirations. In
recent years higher education has obtained a
virtual monopoly on entrance to middle and
upper level positions in the class structure. . . .
This stress on diplomas has lead to a clamor
for access to higher education, regardless of
social background or past achievements. The
American educational system keeps the mobili-
ty "contest" [sic./ open for as long as possible
and has been willing and able to accommodate
the demands of the populace for universal access
to college. 7
7j. Karabel, "Community Colleges and Social
Stratification,"
Wnr-Jrd Educational Review, 42 (November 1972), 521-62.
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2. Make the student aware of
the different cultural and
behavioral patterns of
American culture through
the context used in the lan-
guage lesson so that the
student can acclimatize
himself to the American
social milieu.
Cultures are characterized by the fact that several types of
behaviors are accepted while other types of behaviors are viewed
as unconventional or even antisocial. Thus, a type of behavior
which is naturally accepted in one society may prove embarras-
sing in another. An example of this is the act of eructation. In
some Eastern cultures, belching at the dinner table is considered
a compliment to the host, while in the West this would be con-
sidered rude. Using the left hand for eating purposes in certain
African cultures is considered an outrageous social and
hygienic
act because the left hand is designated for bodily
functions that
Europeans consign to lavatories. These variations in
culture
are inevitably reflected in language.
Lexically parallel words
in two languages can have different
connotative meanings due to
cultural differences. "Miss" and "Senorita"
possess the same
lexical meaning; yet. the sociological
implications of both words
are completely different. In Hispanic
cultures "Sehorita" rep-
jents an anatomical phenomenon while
"Miss" in the United
resi
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States culture refers to connubial status.
An ESL program, to fulfill its communicative objectives, must
acquaint the student with those types of behavior which are socially
acceptable in his own culture but are not prevalent in the new cul-
ture. At the same time, it must point out those customs that are
socially acceptable in both cultures, but which convey varying
nuances in each context.
3. Increase the student* s reading
comp r ehension abilities so that
he will b e in a position to keep
himself aware of the new trends
in mode rn writing, research,
and information in order to
contribute to his professional
community.
Professional life in today's world is accompanied by the fact
that any intellectual field of endeavor changes in outlook from
decade to decade. What is considered up-to-date now will be
considered passe a few years from now. It is the responsibility
of a professional, therefore, to keep abreast of the developments
and the constant changes in his profession. Reading is one of
the main tools to achieve this. It is an important function, of
an ESL program to equip the student with the skills neede-l
to read
and synthesize the vast amount of information that
appears yearly
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in the literature of his future profession.
4. Give the student sufficient fluency in oral
Engu sh lo i'co.l at imsi; and confident while
conversing with teachers and members of
the college administration and the
community at large .
In an organization like a school the student is confronted with the
need to communicate on two levels: the level of communication with
his peers and the level of communication with the representatives of
the institution at large, i. e. , its faculty, staff, and administration.
In a bilingual college the foreign student can communicate with liis
peers, that is, at the first level of communication, in his own language.
If the college is completely bilingual with a two-track system (two
identical curricula in each language), the student might be tempted to
fulfill all his educational requirements and his communicative needs
in his native language. This will result in academic and social isolation
from half or more of the institution. If the college is partly bilingual
with a faculty that is partially monolingual and partially bilingual, the
student will be able to communicate at the elementary level using his native
language, but his communication at the intermediate level will
be ham-
pered by his linguistic limitations. An ESL program must
take those
student problems into consideration and must prepare
the student and
afford him the opportunity to communicate at the intermediate
level of
communication. These opportunities will prepare
the student for a
future when, in his professional life, he
will have to communicate with
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his professional peers. The effectiveness with which this is accom-
plished depends on how well a program can equip the student with
the grammatical structures which are basic for language learning and
the idioms and expressions of daily speech which are the basis for
personal communication.
5. Capacitate understanding as well as
initiate conversations with persons
of his own age group and interest.
This point is intimately related with the previous goal already dis-
cussed, but here we must take into consideration the fact that conver-
sation within the age group of high school and undergraduate college
level is a very specialized field in any language. Native speakers
find it difficult to communicate with members of this group because
familiar terms convey different meanings, and there is a constant
coinage of expressions which are peculiar to them. As an individual
leaves this age group and moves into a professional life, the expres-
sions characteristic of his youth are discarded and the individual im-
merses himself in the main stream of his language. Expressions like
"groovy, M "far out," "it's a snap,” and "solid" have specific
meaning
and specific usages for a student today. Today, they are
parts of his
communicative tools, and any person wanting to establish
commumca
tion with him must be able to use them or at least
understand their
specific meaning although this same student may
discard expressions
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in his general communication ten years from now.
If an ESL program is to prepare the foreign student to communicate
with his American -born peers, it must give him these tools of com-
munication, which can be provided to the student not necessarily through
classroom instruction but through extra-curricular activities such as
an ESL club, pen-pals, summer visits to American families, special
inter-group discussion sessions, etc.
This type of inter-group relation will serve as further motivation
for the ESL student to learn the target language. Peer -group relation
is one of the strongest motivation forces for students.
6. Aid the student to become aware
of the media resources of his
community and familiar with the
media resources of the community
at large.
While attending college and after graduation one of the ways the
student can become an integral part of his community is by following
the events that occur within it. Local media can be a major tool for
this. Ethnic communities in the United States usually
have their own
media resources such as newspaper, magazines, and
television pro-
grans, and these the student should learn to utilize,
but these often
only provide information limited to the particular
ethnic community
itself. What is happening in the entire community
where he is residing
is of utmost importance to the student
and only the media of the target
language can provide him with that information. "If /the studenlj
reads constantly and widely, he will increase the mastery of the
/target7 language far beyond what he was able to read at school; he
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will join native users of the language in reading their newspapers and
books, submitting himself at the same time to the currents of thoughts
which move through the culture of the language and are accessible in
O
the printed word." To accomplish this goal an ESL program mus‘
include a learning resource center where the student can have the
opportunity to practice the skills necessary for understanding these
media resources. The center should subscribe to magazines, news-
papers, and book clubs which provide books in the target language.
It must provide television sets, radios, and tape recorders
for student use during free hours. It should be a further avenue of
interpersonal communication between the foreign student and the
native student.
7. Prevent the development in the student
of social isolationist tendencies from
the wider community.
A foreign student enters a bilingual college with high motivations
and expectations. There are several reasons for this,
one being that
participation in university life may have been an inaccessible
goal for
8
S. L. Billows, The Techniques of Language
Teaching (London.
Longmans, 1968), p. 2 lb.
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a foreign student in his own country. Or, if the student has lived for
a period of time in this country, he has possibly realized his inability
to compete for employment without educational credentials. Once the
student has entered college life and finds himself unable to function
due to his lack of linguistic communicative skills, the anxieties that
may have goaded him into entering college life begin to reappear.
These anxieties, dormant during his initial period of enthusiasm at
college, emerge again with his confrontation of the realities and de-
mands of academic life. A lowering of his level of aspiration results.
The sense of frustration that characterized his previous life in this
country begins to creep upon him again. His tendency may be to drop
out of school. If the student succumbs to this temptation, he will
probably retreat into the linguistic safety of his own ethnic community.
Relationships with anyone outside of his own linguistic circle may
cause him so much emotional strain that he will only attempt them under
the most extenuating circumstances, such as the procurance of his
most essential needs. If the student feels he has socially ostracized
himself within the wider community, he will be able to function
only
within the folds of his own ethnic community.
Tension systems are, according to Zkurt
7
Lewin, basic to any activity. A person may
be attracted to a particular goal (this attrac- .
tion being perceived by him in the present
state of his needs) but find a barrier separat-
ing him from his goal. This barrier is
frustrating and arouses tensions which lead
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to various effects according to the state of
the field. A tension may be aroused which
will not be reduced until an alternative route
has been found to the goal; another goal may
exert a stronger attraction in view of the
barrier; or the barrier may be so frustrating
that the individual "leaves the field" or gives
up the attempt to reach the goal, temporarily
or finally
An ESL. program must prevent this chain of events from occurring.
The program must afford the student, early in his college career, cer-
tain basic linguistic tools in the target language with which he can com-
municate with the wider community of the country in which he resides.
In a college that community is represented by the college faculty, staff,
and the student’s English-speaking peers. If sufficient emphasis is
placed on integrating the student into this academic community, the
student's initial emotional exultation and the expectations with which he
entered college will help him to surmount the inevitable difficulties
which accompany college life in general and one intensified for a
foreign student in a college in which English is the primary
language.
9Wilga Rivers, The Psychologist andjhe Foreign
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1964).
Language Teacher
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Two important cultural aspects contribute to the way an individual
may determine whether a foreign accent is a sign of linguistic enrich-
ment or not. First, there is the influence of the media. Television and
movies, for example, have conditioned the American mind to associate
one type of accent with rich clothing and splendid surroundings and an-
other type of foreign accent with the underworld and the ghetto. Second,
there are the international affiliations of the culture in which one lives.
The political alliances of the United States usually determine the attitude
with which Americans view a particular accent. This is apparent in
the interest which the American public had in learning French in the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries when France was a friendly
and important ally to the United States. In contrast, there is the exam-
ple of Germany. The status of a German accent varied dramatically
according to America's political relations with Germany. In our own
century, for example, interest in the study of German was very different
in the 1940s than it was in the 1960s. It is clear that in the minds of
many, a foreign accent is associated with many cultural manifestations
which have little to do with linguistic versatility.
In reality, the individual who has a foreign accent is one
who has not
perfectly mastered the English phonological system because
he already
possesses a phonological system of his own. In other
words, he has had
to add to his own phonological system a new
set of sounds which his na-
tive system does not possess. Hence, by
learning a second language, a
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student is enriching and enlarging his phonological repertoire.
Learning a foreign language is enrichment in every sense of the word.
A South American, Puerto Rican, or French student who studies
English is also widening his intellectual perspectives because he is
learning a new language and a new culture. Being monolingual is in
a sense a linguistic deprivation since one's linguistic repertoire is
limited only to those sounds which one's own language produces.
Therefore, having a foreign accent should be regarded as a sign of
cultural and linguistic enrichment regardless of an individual's social
and economic status and despite the stereotypes produced by such
cultural phenomena as the media or propaganda resulting from a
culture's international political stance.
The study of English for foreign students must be a process through
which the student becomes conscious that he is being linguistically en-
riched. In accomplishing this the student's self-confidence is raised,
and he learns to appreciate the new language and the new culture
associated with it. The student must understand that learning
English
is something that he should not be ashamed o£ because it
alleviates his
linguistic deprivation. If negative feelings do arise
in the student, they
will sooner or later be associated with the new
language and what it
stands for. Therefore, a program of study of
ESL must induce a
feeling of pride for who the student is, pride
for what his foreign ac-
cent represents, and pride in the fact
that he is acquiring a new
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language. This attitudinal motivation will not only develop positive
attitudes toward the target language and its culture but will facilitate
the learning of the new language. A study made by Wallace E. Lambert
in the learning of English by French students indicated that "the
manner in which the Franco -American student faces and resolves the
cultural conflict he is likely to encounter in the American society was
found to determine his linguistic development in French and in English.
2. Sustain in the student, through
the lesson content, pride in his
cultural background .
An immigrant's culture is so ingrained in his psychical structure
that unconsciously he assumes that the way things are done in his
culture are the only natural and possible patterns of behavior. "...
Culture controls behavior in deep and persisting ways, many of which
are outside of awareness and therefore beyond conscious control of the
individual. "U When moving to a new country he comes face to face with
patterns of behavior which are different and which in some cases are
the opposite of his own. Here he confronts a parallel situation. He
meets members of a different culture who consciously and subconsciously
10Wallace E. Lambert, "Psychological Approaches to the Study of
Language. 1 ' Teaching English as a Second Language , ed. Harold B.
Allen (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1965), p. 44.
UEdward Hall, The Silent Language (New York: Doubleday, 1959).
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are certain that their patterns of behavior are the only possible and
logical ones. The resulting cultural shock undermines his own cul-
tural assurance. This insecurity in his own cultural values is further
intensified if the new culture is flavored with negative attitudes toward
the immigrant's patterns of behavior or with xenophobia in general.
The resulting deterioration of the immigrant's evaluation of his own
culture leads either to a hatred of what the new culture represents and
an extreme reassortment of his own values and cultural patterns or to
the development of feelings of a cultural sense of inferiority. The
younger the immigrant, the more pronounced these feelings become.
One of the important goals of an ESL program should be to enhance,
in the eyes of the student, the values of his own culture and the rela-
tionship of the dominant culture to his own so that he can securely
accept criticism of his culture without developing negative attitudes
toward the dominant culture. Developing in him a reassertion of the
values of his own culture and an attitude of tolerance toward other
cultural patterns different from his own allows him to cope with the
cultural anxieties that will develop in his relation with the
dominant
culture and to understand other modes ot behavior while at the same
time retaining his own culture.
Through a well developed ESL program "a student acquires
more
than skills and knowledge. He also finds and
continues to modify his






^Since the program7 • • • exerts this in-
fluence, it is essential that the materials it provides foster in the
student not only a self-image deeply rooted in the sense of personal
dignity, but also the development of attitudes grounded in self-respect
12for and understanding of the diversity of American society. "
3. Instill in the student, through the ESL
lesson content, a sense of pride for
the contributions that his culture has
made to the United States .
Anyone who travels through the Southwest or through the State of
California will marvel at the great influence Hispanic culture has had
upon the culture of the United States. Traveling through the country-
side, one is introduced to the contributions of Hispanic cultures to the
architecture, music, food, and language in these regions. These facts
become more astounding as one sees in the literature, in the attitudes,
and the mores of the people residing in the area a negation and outward
rejection of anything Spanish. Furthermore, school curricular ma-
terials which are used for both Hispanic and non-Hispanic students re-
inforce this attitude. "... Commentaries in anthologies . . . depict
inaccurately the influence of nonwhite minority persons on literary,
12 ErneceB. Kelly, ed. ,
M Searching for America, " Conference on
College Composition and Communication (Urbana:
University of
Illinois Press, 1972), p. xv.
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cultural, and historical development in America. "
An ESL program must present to the Hispanic student, through the
lesson content, an idea of the scope of the contributions of his culture
so that the student can function in this culture with assurance and
emotional stability.
4. Raise the self-esteem of the student by his
awareness of the development of his lin-
guistic and cultural sophistication .
Fe R. Dacanay has indicated in her book, Techniques and Procedures
in Second-Language Teaching , "that a person understands himself and
his own culture better when he is able to break out of his monolingual
and mono cultural shell in order to establish points of reference to in-
terpret what is common and familiar to him.
" ^ Our inability to per-
ceive the world in any other form than that prescribed by our own
culture engenders in us a simplistic view of life. The moment we can
break away and see other patterns of behavior, the world increases in
complexity while at the same time we begin to question what we
have
considered sacred. This questioning attitude and the ensuing
com-
parison and contrast between our culture and others
leads us to under-





14 Dacanay, p. 301.
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things in a different way. This kind of understanding broadens
our cultural horizons, makes us more sophisticated in our deal-
ings with individuals different from ourselves, and at the same
time we gain insight into what makes us what we are.
This is the process to which an ESL program should intro-
duce its students; comprehending other cultures will eventually
lead to a be^er understanding of one’s own culture and under-
standing other individuals will lead to a better understanding
of oneself. Abetter self-understanding inevitably raises one’s
own self-esteem.
Conclusion
The goals we have presented in this chapter are not all-inclu-
sive. They are those which the writer considers the
most 1m-
portant in a program of this sort. Their implementation
will help
the student as he struggles with the problems of
his new student
status. His betterment must be the most
important factor in the
workings of such a program. Additional factors
necessary to
such a program, like faculty, staff and
administration accommo-
dation, and community relations, must neither
take precedence
over the student, nor should they be
permitted to exert an in-
fluence which would interfere with his
academic welfare and the
development of programs that would benefit him. Only when the
student’s well-being becomes and remains the central goal of a
college or university will the implementation of a program of
this nature be successful in terms of accountability. Public
relations must be supportive of this goal. Public relations are
best served when the student himself reflects the success of the
institution in which he has learned.
Chapter IV
THE PROTOTYPE
Hostos: Model of a Bilingual College
This dissertation rests upon the premise that the solution to the
problem of higher education for monolingual Spanish -speaking students
lies in the establishment of bilingual colleges. As part of their frame-
work, these colleges must contain strong ESL programs to improve the
target language (English) skills of the students. At the same time,
programs must be directed toward the further refinement of the stu-
dents 1 academic skills in their native language (Spanish). In this way,
the formal education that the students received in their own countries
can be utilized as a basis for the education they are to receive in the
American bilingual college.
Hostos Community College of the City University of New York is an
institution geared to the education of students living in the southern
area of the Bronx. This area contains a population largely
comprised
of Spanish-speaking people. The College population
reflects the ethnic
configuration of the area.
A study of a random sample of the Hispanic population at
Hostos
presents a sociological picture of the type of
student for whom this
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program, is designed. * The average student reflects a median age of
26.15 years of age. His educational level before entering the institu-
tion is 12.1 years of regular education obtained in his country of origin.
This figure may appear somewhat misleading. A large number of
students actually come to the College with little formal education at
all. They fall in the low income category in their native country but have
a higher economic status than that of their parents. Even with his lan-
guage difficulties, if employed in this country, the student has a posi-
tion in the same or slightly better category than he would be likely to
hold in his native country. If unmarried he earns approximately
$103 . 41 per week but if married and supported by his spouse, the
spouse earns about $170. 57 on a weekly basis. If both he and his
spouse are employed the weekly gross earning of the family consists
of $291. 69.
The study shows that 51.43% of the students interviewed are
single,
47. 14% married with 1. 43% not furnishing information.
Of the seventy students interviewed in this study, the
nationalities
represented are as follows:
Ijose L. Keyes, "A Bilingual Student’s
article, Hostos Community College, 1973.







Dominican Republic 26 37. 14
Ecuador 9 12.86
El Salvador 2 2.86
Puerto Rico 30 42.86
Totals 70 100. 01%
The central focus of the strategy of the bilingual program at Hostos
lies in the mode of instruction, that is, in the language used by the teacher
in the classroom to present class content. The available literature
presents several alternative modes of instruction. The single-medium
mode has characterized the traditional educational set-up in this coun-
try, where English, the language of the dominant culture, is taught as
a separate discipline. Recently, new strategies have been formulated
which have been categorized as dual-medium instruction, parallel-
mode instruction, and transitional -medium instruction. In dual-
medium instruction some of the classes are taught in the dominant
language and some in the second language. Both languages may be
used alternately, either within the same lesson period or for
longer
periods of time. In parallel-medium instruction, students are
taught
content courses in their own particular language.
The transitional
mode of instruction serves as a bridge which aids the
student to mte-
2William F. Mackey, "The Description of
Bilingualism," Canadian
.Tmirnal of Linguistics, 7 (1962), 555.
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grate gradually into the single -medium instruction setup.
At present Hostos Community College may be considered a bilingual
college employing transitional-medium instruction. Hispanic students
are given a placement test at their initial entrance into the college to
determine their proficiency in the English language. Depending on the
results of this test, students are placed on one of four ESL levels:
Low Elementary, High Elementary, Intermediate, or Advanced. The
students comprising the Low Elementary level are permitted to take
all content courses during that term in Spanish, except for the ESL
courses. During their second term, at the High Elementary level,
students are expected to take their content courses in Spanish, except
for the ESL course and one or two other academic courses in English.
When they reach the Intermediate ESL level, students are expected to
take half of their academic load in Spanish and half in English. When
they reach the Advanced ESL level, students are fully integrated into
the mainstream of the academic program of the College and take all
their college courses in English, except, of course,
those in
Spanish language or Spanish culture.
The purpose of this setup is threefold. First,
students are
gradually integrated into the college curriculum. Second,
students
are allowed to further their college education in
their native tongue
and at the same time develop English language
skills. In this
manner, academic retardation due to lack of
English language skills is
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averted. Third, students do not experience deculturization as they
would if they were too quickly forced into the curriculum of the
dominant language.
It can be seen that the principal component of this bilingual setting
is a strong and relevant ESL program. It is the purpose of this disser
tation to present such a program with reference to the program at
Hostos as a working model.
Approach for Achieving Objectives
of an ESL Program in a Bilingual College
The ESL program that is organized as a component of a bilingual
setting is coordinated within the bilingual institution to improve listen
ing, comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing skills in English
for non-English -speaking students. English is practiced within
a
functional setting to enable the student to utilize the studied
forms
quickly, in both an academic and non-academic setting. To achieve
this there is a strong emphasis on student participation in
the class-
room. The ESL program in a bilingual setting enables the
student
to retain his native culture while becoming a part of the
larger
community.. The program helps the student become aware of
the
contribution his own culture has made and is making to American
culture.
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Implementation of the program follows these basic guidelines:
1. English as a second language is taught for
two morning hours per day, four days per
week. The morning is judged to be the time
when students' attention will be strongest
and thus they will be most receptive to
language learning.
2. The whole program consists of six levels,
one for each semester in a three year pro-
gram. Whenever possible, students will
remain with the same teacher for all six
levels, thereby providing the student with
a continuity that may be conducive to
better learning.
3. Class size is about fifteen which allows
greater individual participation in class.
4. Pronunciation, stress, intonation, and
syntax are stressed. Many drills are used
to teach all aspects of the language. Time
is allotted to English conversation. Regular
classes are supplemented with laboratory
instruction. Progress records are kept
by the teachers and administrative staff
of
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the program. The methodology used is
basically a combination of audio -lingual
and direct teaching techniques. At the ad-
vanced levels, however, the direct
methodology is used to give students more
opportunity to practice English as they will
use it in a regular English course.
The Program
The ESL program presented here is designed to meet the needs of
students whose fluency has been described as elementary, intermediate,
or advanced. 3 The elementary ESL level teaches the student basic
grammar tenses, adjectives, articles, and other parts of speech
4
necessary in forming simple declarative and interrogative sentences.
It is impossible for the elementary student to fully learn in one semester
complex verb conjugations, parts of speech, and syntactical spelling
rules. Therefore, the elementary level is subdivided into two
terms.
3American Language Program Prospectus (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1974).
^Nomenclatures are taken from Ralph B. Long, The Sentence
and
Its Parts: A Grammar of Contemporary English (Chicago.
niversi y
of Chicago Press, 1971).
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The first term introduces the present tense, both the common and pro-
gressive aspects in the active voice and the past tense of the verb "to
be. " The second term covers the past tense of the verbs in both aspects
of the active voice. Functional and communicative skills are emphasized
in both terms
.
At the intermediate level, the student learns more complex grammar
patterns, including past tenses. This particular verb form is one of
the most difficult for the foreign student to grasp. Irregular past tense
forms present verb families with particular spelling and pronunciation
problems. The regular past tense has three difficult pronunciation
groups, ^ particularly among those verbs whose present tense ends in
an unvoiced sound.
At the advanced level, principles of research and fact-finding and
the major trends of British and American literature are studied.
The content of this curriculum is geared to the enhancement of both
academic and language skills and hence toward expansion of the ca-
pacity for academic achievement.
Following are the six levels in the complete ESL program, four
levels concentrate on grammar, one level on research,
and one level
on British and American literature:
5Jean Praninskis, A Rapid Review of English
Grammar (Englewood
Cliffs: Prentice -Hall, 1959).
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Low-elementary English as a second language
High-elementary English as a second language
Intermediate English as a second language
Advanced English as a second language
Elements of research and fact finding
Survey of British and American literature
The first four levels meet for eight hours per week — two hours





The last two levels will meet for a total of three hours per week.
Course Description
Low and High Elementary English as a second language . These
introductory courses in grammar, reading, writing, and conversation
are designed for the prospective college student who wishes to attend
an English-speaking institution. This level covers the basics of
grammar and pronunciation. It provides practice in forming simple
English sentences. The student will attempt to understand, speak,
and write grammatical sentences. When he completes the
course, he
enrolls in the intermediate level.
Intermediate English as a second language . In this
term, the student
practices more complex English sentence structures.
He learns to iden
tdfy different kinds of phrases, dependent
and independent clauses, and




Advanced English as a second language . The advanced course is
offered to students who have successfully completed intermediate ESL.
It further develops skills in the correct usage of English. The student
learns to form compound and complex sentences, and to write clear,
grammatical, multi -paragraph compositions. Advanced reading and
conversation is emphasized.
Elementary research and fact finding . This course emphasizes
research and the use of the library. In the course of the term, stu-
dents choose three different topics to research. For example, they
select topics such as "United States Involvement in Puerto Rico,"
"The Life of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, " or "How Smoking Causes
Cancer. "
Survey of English and American Literature . To give students a
background in the literature that is familiar to students, the course
focuses on the Romantic Period, the Victorian Period, Realism, and
Contemporary Writing. Poe, Browning, Twain, and Steinbeck are
examples of authors from these respective periods whose
works are
read and discussed by students.
Programming
The three-year course of study for a typical
student in the ESL
program is illustrated below. During the first
semester, all course.
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except ESL are taught in Spanish. In the second semester, all
courses except ESL, biology, and history are taught in Spanish.
In the third semester, only mathematics and Spanish literature
are taught in Spanish, and in the fourth semester, only one course
is taught in Spanish, largely in the interest of maintaining the stu-
dent's connection with his native culture. (For sample student
programs for all six levels of the ESL program, see Appendices
1 through 6. )
To further aid ESL students to function in the mainstream of
the culture, the program schedules them for other subjects in
the academic mainstream such as art, music, health education,
and additional elective courses. This occurs after they have
passed the intermediate and advanced levels of the program to
achieve optimal integration with students whose dominant lan-
guage is English.
Common educational facilities such as the gymnasiums, library,
and music rooms provide additional opportunities for the
students m
the program to mingle with the other students in the
school.
Methods
The ESL program uses an eclectic method; it
combines audio-
lingual. direct method, and grammar analysis
to attack most
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effectively specific problems. The audiolingual method attacks the
problems of pronunciation and intonation. The direct method, speaking
only in the target language, relates directly to the students’ need to
speak. Grammar analysis, learning grammar through a deductive
method, gives them the tools to analyze their own grammatical errors
when the teacher is not present. No grammar -translation is utilized
because it cultivates the use of the native language as a crutch. This
works against the basic need of the students, i. e. , to function in
English so that they can provide for themselves as functioning mem-
bers of society.
Students do become frustrated in the learning process. Drawing on
every possible source of similarity between Spanish and English
and
pointing out extreme contrasts often help to allay some
anxiety.
These "language bridges" are used sparingly to avoid students'
depen-
dence on their native language. There are, however,
many cases
where this technique may be helpful to the students.
Conclusion
It is the intention of the prototypes
described in this dissertation to
provide the non-traditional ESL student with
an opportunity to enhance
his social and economic status. This
is intended to be done by allow-
ing the student to further his
education while at the same time
obtaining
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linguistic skills in English.
It has been our experience that student recipients of this kind of
experience make better models for subsequent generations thus pre-
venting the creation of problems representative of populations lacking
sufficient linguistic abilities to allow them to make a normal adapta-
tion to a new culture.
Our experience also has proven that students who participate in this
type of program obtain better jobs at the termination of their studies.
For this reason we want to share the information that our experience
has allowed us to compile so as to provide other institutions with
similar objectives with the opportunity to implement similar programs.
Chapter V
ADMINISTRATION OF THE PROGRAM
The success or failure of any program whether for mathemat-
ics, science or English as a Second Language rests in great
measure on the performance of its professional personnel. The
ability with which its administrators plan and implement ideas,
the clarity with which its teachers develop and present the cur-
ricula, and the sensitivity with which the staff and faculty deal
with the numerous student problems will determine the success
of the program and its recipients.
In order for the administrators and faculty to perform
these duties appropriately, the duties themselves must be
care-
fully delineated so that each role within the pedagogical
complex
is clearly stipulated. This chapter will try to do
just that. It
will describe the role of each position, the help that
the pro-
gram can give to the students, and the services that it
can pro-
vide to the community.
The Administrators
The major administrative tasks for the development
of the ESL
component in a bilingual institution are
as follows:
1.
Design the program overall to fit within
the system of the institution and include
development and innovations when it is
feasible within the existing system.
This involves the establishment of the
subsystems of the ESL program, re-
vision of subsystems (when appropriate)
as the program progresses, develop-
ment of alternative strategies for in-
struction, and responsibility for the
continued growth of the program.
2. Hire personnel whose skills and personal
philosophy are consonant with the goals
of the program.
3. Supervise personnel.
4. Develop curriculum to meet the
educational needs of the particular
student population to be served.
5. Develop diagnostic procedures
criteria for class placement, inter-





and set guidelines for methodology.
This includes selecting the types of
syntactical patterns to be taught at
each phase of the ESL program,
electing the lexicon to be used at
each phase of the program, and
providing a grammar for each phase
of the program.
7. Provide materials and facilities ne-
cessary for implementation of the
program.
8. Coordinate the program both internally and
within the larger institutional system.
9. Develop materials, research, andaltei-
nate modes of instruction.
10. Provide liaison between the community
and the college.
11. Develop financial resources where
pos-
sible and allocate available funds.
12. Represent the schooL and the
program
to the community at large and to other
institutions.
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13. Make the program model available for
adaptation to other bilingual as well as
monolingual institutions of higher educa-
tion.
In order to fulfill these administrative tasks, the ESL component
within the institution at large is organized under the English Department
with the Head of the English Department as an indirect administrator ( • ee
chart below). The ESL Director is the direct administrator of the
program; working under the ESL Director is the Coordinator of
Curricular Activities, and under him are the Teachers -in-Charge.
There is a Teacher -in -Charge at each of the four ESL levels (Low
Elementary, High Elementary, Intermediate, and Advanced). There
is also a Teacher-in-Charge of post-advanced courses and one re -
sponsible for courses for the community. The number of teachers
under these personnel is related to the population of the student body,
that is, there should be as many teachers as are needed to serve the
students. It is an important feature of the program that all of the
above-mentioned administrators are also directly involved with students.
They themselves are teachers of ESL classes.
The roles of these various administrators in implementing
the major
administrative tasks as previously outlined will now be
discussed. The
primary responsibility for the design and strategies of
the ESL program














might be given to a teacher-researcher or to a bilingual grammarian
and ESL specialist. The ESL Director must be able to perform a
large number of the functions of the program. It is the Director's
responsibility to develop curricula to meet the goals of the program;
to develop policies that are consistent with the goals of the students
and the goals of the college; to explain the missions of the program
to the students, the teachers, the counsellors and the college in
general; and to plan realistically within the limitations of the college
setup. Thus, the Director of the ESL program must be able to articu-
late the administrative and curricular functions within the frai-nework
of the college system in a manner that will maximize the probability of
success for program students.
Other specific qualifications for the role of ESL Director are con-
tacts within the community and an awareness of the economic, social,
and cultural problems of the population. A candidate must have a posi-
tive attitude toward cultural diversity. He must possess the ability to
establish direct contact with students, to elicit the total cooperation of
teachers, and to develop a system for the communication of constant
feedback from instructors, students and administration alike.
One of the goals of the ESL Director is to enlarge the resources a-
vailable to the student within the college at large. To that
end, the
Director arranges to utilize or share resources with
other departments
of the college. Such exchanges allow for greater
flexibility of the pro-
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gram, facilitate scheduling, and help to utilize technologies that lie
outside the ESL domain.
The ESL Director is also responsible for coordinating activities and
goals with the interdisciplinary faculty in all departments of the bilingual
college. These teachers are monolingual or bilingual. Bilingualism is
required for the teaching of content courses in math, psychology,
biology, etc.
,
to ESL students who are still at the Low or High Elem-
entary level. The importance of close cooperation between the ESL
program and the interdisciplinary faculty cannot be over-emphasized.
This is because the ESL student will continue to deal with ESL problems
as academic growth carries him into new areas of the English language,
areas which inevitably challenge his lingustic skills.
Working under the ESL Director, the Coordinator of Curricular
Activities supervises the operation of four subsystems; The Teacher-
in-Charge/of Alternate Modes of Instruction, Testing, Summer
Activities, and the Office of Statistics. The Coordinator of Curricular
Activities may represent the ESL Director at meetings of the Administra-
tion of the institution at large, at departmental meetings, at meetings
at other educational institutions, or at conferences. The Coordinator
of Curricular Activities also supervises the Teachers-in-Charge
in the
important function of developing program textbooks using the
materials
gathered and compiled by the ESL teachers themselves.
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The Teacher -in-Charge of Alternate Modes of Instruction produces
other materials to reinforce learning in the classroom such as video
tapes, transparencies, reading machines, etc.
The Testing component of the program develops instruments to de-
termine the extent of the learning that each student has achieved. These
tests are separate and distinct from the placement test. The pre-test
gathers specific information about the students' level of grammatical
competence. The post -test determines the amount of material the stu-
dent was able to master in a particular classroom and hence the degree
of success a particular teacher has had in developing students' language
skills. This procedure is in fact a test of teacher performance rather
than student performance. As such, it is one of the major instruments
for measurement of teacher accountability to the ESL program.
The head of Summer Activities designs the summer curriculum
offered to students who need to repeat a course or who wish to advance
more rapidly in the program. The summer program is especially im-
portant for the student who wishes to graduate and who still has one or
two courses of ESL to complete. This student may not be able to afford
another semester of school for the acquisition of just one course s credit.
If he cannot make up that course in the summer, he may sacrifice his
degree in order to find a permanent job.
The Statistician heads a department which prepares material for
presentation to the administrator of the institution at large
in order to
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secure support and funding for the ESL program. His function lies in
communicating a thorough knowledge of and concrete data regarding the
success of the program in achieving its objectives.
Faculty
The success of the ESL program is essentially tied to intangibles of
human interaction involving a triangle of students, administrators and
teachers. For this reason the ESL program is dependent on the evo-
lution of a network of productive human relationships. The hiring of
faculty is a crucial first step in this development, as well as in the
vital on-going process.
Whether a teacher is monolingual or bilingual, he will be considered
for hiring. What matters is what a teacher has to offer to the student
and his attitude toward the student population as a whole. This is de-
termined largely through interviewing. Being able to accept the student
for who he is and what level of education he has is most crucial, es-
pecially since teachers will often be required to serve in a one-to-one
counselling role as well as teach. Undeniably, an important quality
for the teacher of ESL in a program such as this is stamina. The de-
mands of the job are great. Applicants are not to be misled about
this.
Prospective teachers are asked how they would handle problems
such as the following:
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1. What types of activities would you plan for
the student who has difficulty reading in his
own language?
2. Wh.at sorts of activities would you plan for
the student who is exceptionally bright?
3. How would you handle the classroom situa-
tion in which an extremely bright student must
work and learn side by side with students who
are extremely limited in academic experience?
4. How are you going to make these students want
to stay in the same class together?
5. How will you try to make sure a student will
stay in the classroom or in school if he is
discouraged about his progress or his ability
to finance his education?
The teacher who expects to be able to begin working with students at
some particular and consistent level of scholarship is not considered a
desirable candidate for the program. Candidates must demonstrate a
high degree of tolerance for the individual differences in people and en-
thusiasm for their learning efforts at any level at any age.
Besides teaching ESL, faculty are expected to produce
materials and
to be available as counsellors to their students
for whatever diverse prob
lems may arise. They may also be called upon to serve
in capacity of
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Teacher-in-Charge or to be responsible to some other subsystem of
the program such as Testing or Summer Activities. About 25% of the
faculty are directly involved in administrative duties.
Besides the staff of teachers of ESL, there are other personnel
whose skills are appropriate to the ESL program and its subsystems.
The student of ESL may be required to participate in remedial pro-
grams to strengthen study skills and reading competence. Thus,
teachers involved in remediation and study skills courses are part of
the ESL program. The resources of reading specialists also fall
within the scope of ESL. Reading specialists are expected to develop
and to sharpen teaching strategies geared to individualized ESL needs.
It is also desirable for the ESL program to employ the services of
writing instructors who possess a thorough knowledge of the syntax
of both Spanish and English. This requirement is not absolutely essen-
tial in the case of conversational instructors. The conversational
aspect of the system is subordinate to the writing aspect in cases
where the grammar is taught by the writing teacher, but the opposite is
true when the grammar is taught by the conversational teacher. The
conversational aspect of ESL can, to an extent, be regulated to avoid
first language interference. Less control can be exercised over
writing. There is considerable first language interference in the area
of writing, and much less such interference in the area of conversation.
Because the speaking aspect requires a great deal of
repetition and a
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great deal of time and because the speaking aspect can be controlled,
it is expedient to hire particularly competent and versatile individuals
to teach writing and grammar.
Diagnosis
The diagnosis of students' needs is basic to the ESL program design
and to individuation of instruction. To accomplish this the program
utilizes a placement test before registration. As the student progresses
in the program, a team approach is utilized to derive maximum benefit
from pooled educational expertise, knowledge of mental health concepts,
and familiarity with the student population and the community.
In dealing with such a varied population in terms of age, education,
and socio-economic background, it is inevitable that there will be errors
in the initial placement of students. Therefore, it is imperative that the
program provide the student with resources through which he may reme-
dy such placement problems. When a student appeals to a teacher or
administrator for a change in placement or program and has those
needs recognized and met, two important gains are made. First, the
program receives important data regarding a weakness which can then
be corrected. Second, the student receives a boost of
confidence about
his ability to make the academic setting work for him. Team
meetings
and a policy of maximum availability on the part of the teachers and
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administration arc the major means ot fulfilling these objectives.
Curriculum and Teaching Strategies
The basic course of study for the ESL program has been presented
in detail in the first section of this chapter. There are, however, many
other issues related to the development of curriculum that will be dis-
cussed here. Primary among these is teaching strategy. Instructional
procedures and methodology must be meshed with the curriculum in
order to realize educational goals. The basis for curriculum and
teaching strategy in ESL is coordination through language systems. A
language is a complex of systems, one embedded within the other in
many intricate patterns, and it is essential for a student to relate con-
stantly to the lower systems in order to understand and relate to larger
systems into which the lower systems are embedded. Hence, teaching
strategies and sequence programming are directly related to class
attendance and student participation. Flexibility is necessary to com-
bine these aspects of the system to assure a measure of success, rather
than to create an environment which is wasteful.
The effectiveness and efficiency of the ESL program is maximized
through an eclectic approach to the development of language skills.
The audiolingual method and the direct method of teaching ESL are
utilized most extensively. There is an emphasis on error
analysis.
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sentence analysis, and the learning of grammar through deductive and in-
ductive methods. The technique of grammar translation is avoided be-
cause it tends to encourage the student to use his native language as a
crutch in the classroom. If a student in the ESL program knows the
teacher will eventually translate for him, he will tend to lean on this.
The reason for this has been mentioned above as a problem these
students have in the area of self-confidence; this problem is best
resolved by the kind of unswerving motivation that confidence gen-
erates. The grammar translation method is more suited to the student
with a solid academic background and a determination to pursue his
language problems in a classroom situation. ' The grammar translation
technique also takes a longer time to develop fluency than other methods
and is thus best utilized with students who are preparing to do research.
For these reasons, an eclectic approach is used within the ESL
program. The program takes into account the fact that not every stu-
dent learns the same way. The teacher must discover which method of
learning the student needs in order to learn the specific material
the program promises to teach him. Although some programs place
methodological limitations on their teachers, this program does not.
The teachers here are encouraged to use whatever method helps their
particular students to learn. The goal of the program is to provide a
setting and a system that allows each teacher to relate to the
individual
student in a way that will maximize both their potentials. In the
class-
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room a certain amount of time is devoted regularly to pronunciation,
stress, intonation, and the rhythm of American English. A variety of
drills are introduced, including the more complex transfo rmational
drills. Students learn how to answer as well as how to ask questions.
Each class begins to use the language laboratory as early as pos-
sible in the year. The laboratory is used for repetition practice,
drill work, and the recording of pupil dramatizations and of oral
tests. The language laboratory helps Spanish -speaking students to
understand and communicate in English. Furthermore, the extensive
use of the language laboratory places emphasis on articulate speech
by developing good listening habits and provides opportunities for
practice in speaking. This facility is also important for small group
instruction. The development of the reading program for the second-
language learner is geared to his level of linguistic ability, both in his
native language and in English. In the preparation of the material,
the teacher considers the difference in the native linguistic background
of his student in order to be sure that the linguistic elements and the
content of instruction meet the needs and interests of his students.
Students who are able to read in their native language have learned to
relate the sounds of the spoken words to the graphic symbols which
represent them. 1 The techniques of teaching reading to second-language
1 £ . w” . Tho rnis , Teaching Reading to Non-English Speakers
(New York: Macmillan, 1970).
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learners involve teaching the sounds of spoken English by developing
listening and speaking abilities and relating these sounds to the graphic
symbols. The students then try to find the meaning of clusters of
words as they interrelate to the context. Context may be supplied with
• 2new meaning or by restating the meanings. In oral reading, pitch,
pause and stress are imperative. The teacher serves as a model for
the oral reading^ and has comprehension of the entire selection as his
ultimate goal. From results of administered diagnostic tests, the
teacher knows whether the student has a background of meaningful con-
cepts and the necessary vocabulary to express them. The teacher
must keep up with the student's growing knowledge of English grammar.
The teacher develops his student's skills in writing by giving him
practice in the mechanics of writing as well as the organization of ideas
in an appropriate logical order. Composition includes one theme which
is expanded or explained, thus forming ideas that are generally linked
by words that can indicate the transition between one thought and an-
other. Pai-t of the instructor's duties includes providing the student
with material which would enlarge his fund of ideas for development in
compositions. The teacher also gives the student exposure to different
^S. L. Billows, The Techniques of Language Teaching (London:
Longmans, 1968).
^Mary Firiocchiaro, Teaching English as a Second Language
(New York: Harper &t Row, 1969).
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situations. These have as a direct result the production of composi-
tions, skit materials, Hhort stories, letters, and reports.
Each class is a living, changing challenge for the teacher. On-the-
spot situations arc utilized within the framework of a planned lesson in
order to have spontaneity and avoid the humdrum boredom of some
language classes. It is a goal that after each lesson the student comes
away feeling that he has learned something or that a problem has been
cleared up for him, either linguistically or in the area of his everyday
life. The program adopts the philosophy that Language learning is a
total experience involving the whole individual. There is a constant
search for new techniques and the attempt to improve on accepted ones
and to keep up with the work of others in the field through literature and
professional organizations. The program attempts to grow along with
the students as they are guided through ESL.
Developing Materials and Resources
It is the program's intention to offer the best possible laboratory
materials. The best approach to this goal is the development of such
materials within the program itself. Thus, it is possible to coordinate
the conversational, writing, and workshop components of the program
with the laboratory component. To that end, the assistance of a
re-
searcher is most expedient. The researcher helps the Director
of the
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program in all research aspects of ESL objectives involving a library
of materials appropriate to students' specific needs, for example,
materials enabling the student to make up work that he has missed for
a variety of reasons. In order to produce materials that are the most
effective for the particular student population, the Teachers -in-Charge
meet once every two weeks with the faculty they supervise to discuss
materials that have evolved through classroom experience. All con-
tribute. Teachers who need help in making concrete those materials
developed in their classrooms receive tutorial counselling and training.
This is an important aspect of the program. The goal is to develop
in each teacher a confidence in his capacity to write his own materials,
and to utilize to the maximum the skills he already uses daily in the
preparation of lesson plans, exercises, tests, assignments and so
forth.
Materials produced in this fashion are then compiled by the Coordi-
nator of Curricular Activities. It is his job to compile them, combine
them, eliminate duplication, refine them, return them to the classroom
for further development, and to maintain overall responsibility for the
expansion of curriculum and materials which are generated by the pro-
gram itself. The product of these efforts is material that has been
used, tested and retested. It works because it has a proven appeal
to
the students for whom it was developed.
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It should be noted that much of this material, including poetry,
compositions, and skits, is produced by the ESL students themselves.
The best of these are chosen to represent the students in the textbook,
the instrument of their own continuing education.
The ESL library is best managed by an ESL researcher whose
responsibility is also to generate information on the use and availability
of library resources, to stock the library, and do whatever filing and
cross-filing may be needed. As the ESL library develops, it is pos-
sible to minimize research activities and to increase instructional
activities on the part of the researcher. (To that end, it is desirable
to hire a researcher who would also be able to teach ESL. ) The ESL
researcher ought to be able to provide the student with packages of
materials related to specific needs. The researcher should also be
able to rewrite materials in order to maximize communication.
After establishing an ESL library which also contains a reading and
writing workshop, the program also needs a language laboratory to
handle matters of phonetics and pronunciation. Such a laboratory is
best managed by an instructor teaching conversational courses.
A word should be added here about the use of standard English and
ESL materials. Upon registration, students almost always ask to buy
a particular text, "the book. " This expresses a respect for the printed
word which often carries a greater weight for foreign students than for
native speakers. It is the only concrete source to which they
can go if
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there is a doubt about grammar or if they wish to prove a point in a
controversy with a fellow student. It also represents a definitive
authority. It is something to fall back on for verification and clarifi-
cation and is also something of a status symbol. The program, how-
ever, avoids texts that have long lists of sentences with completion
exercises or transformational drills in a meaningless array. Many
students are happy to complete these mechanically without under-
standing, without internalizing any of the structures. Hence, they
come away with little idea of the intonation, stress, or phonological
problems involved. At best, text dialogue tends to be artificial since
it is impossible to foresee actual happenings at the time they are being
used. Such texts are utilized only as guides along with teacher-made
material that evolves through the program itself.
Guidance
La this type of program, it is imperative for counsellors and teachers
to instill in the students a positive attitude. It is important for students
to be well oriented toward the programs that they are following. Hence,
it is necessary for both teachers and counsellors of the college at large
to remain constantly aware of what each is doing and thus to establish
the best possible lines of communication in order to provide the best
possible services to the students. To that end, at least two counsellors
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are invited to take an active part in the ESL program. The counsellors
are also expected to attend meetings of the ESL staff and to provide
essential feedback within the evolving system.
Guidance and Counselling services are available to the students
from three sources:
1. The Guidance and Counselling department of
the school at large;
2. ESL teachers who are available to students
for help with both academic, financial, and
personal counselling;
3. Peer counselling organized on an informal
basis during the period of registration.
Community Involvement
Many colleges in New York and in other areas are surrounded by
Spanish -speaking communities. There is a need for adult classes in
ESL for those members of the community who wish to learn English
but who do not wish to pursue a regular college career. The program
offers adult advancement courses as well as the opportunity for adults
living near the college to audit regular classes, taught in
Spanish or
English, in courses that interest them.
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Courses for the Community also include classes for paraprofes-
sionals and for students who wish to become ESL teachers. These are
professional courses and include first of all methods of teaching ESL.
As most of the students taking this course already have spent three
years receiving ESL instruction, they have a strong base of knowledge
in this area which can be expanded. Second, there is a course in the
development of materials. There is also a course in basic linguistics,
and one in English required in the business world. These four courses
are designed for anyone in the community who wishes to learn what
ESL is. They may participate as auditors and continue to expand their
knowledge of and skills in English. Paraprofessionals may also par-
ticipate. The paraprofes sional student is already involved in the
grammar school classroom, assisting with children who have ESL
problems. The paraprofes sional 1 s only asset at this point is that his or her
English may be somewhat better than grammar school pupils'. Although
he or she wishes to increase language skills and capacities to meet the
needs of these children, a limited previous education as well as eco-
nomics may prevent training in a graduate school. These courses can
provide the paraprofes sional with an opportunity for necessary training.
In this way the program, offers a vital service to the community.
Members of the community who wish to learn English are given the op-
portunity to audit. If they want to learn to teach English because they
are already being used in this capacity in the schools as teachers'
aids,
the program gives them the knowledge they need. Eventually, the
skills they acquire may prove invaluable as a means of establishing
a professional life in their country of origin. Since Latin American
countries require only two years of college as qualification for
teaching at the elementary school level, graduates of the ESL pro-
gram here may return home to teach ESL to pupils there.
Funding
It has already been mentioned that careful management of resources
and attention to the possibilities of coordination within the larger insti-
tutional system can minimize the cost of a program such as this. The
program shares (as most ESL programs share) available funds with
the entire English Department. Thus it is important to develop maxi-
mum cooperation in coordination of activities with the English Depart-
ment in order to avoid duplication of services to students and to maxi-
mize the potential of available resources.
The program administrator seeks independent alternate methods of
increasing financial resources and solicits the input of both students
and faculty regarding disposition of these funds.
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Program Applicability to Other Institutions of Higher Education
The conditions which exist in the geographical area usually served
by a program and an institution of the sort described in this disserta-
tion are common to many other urban regions of this country.
Throughout all areas of New York City and other large cities in the
United States, educational systems are confronted with large numbers
of Spanish -speaking residents whose educational objectives are limited
because of language difficulties. The implementation of an ESL pro-
gram similar to this, whether the host college is bilingual or not, will
serve a real need.
This program is offered specifically as a model which might be
used by other American colleges. It is hoped that this written proto-
type will suggest to the ESL teacher, administrator, or program de-
signer those ways in which resources may be coordinated with well-
articulated goals to meet the needs of our monolingual Spanish-
speaking citizens.
Conclusion
It is the responsibility of any institution of higher learning that
intends to develop a program such as the one described m this docu
ment to employ administrators and faculty who will understand
the
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needs of the population which the program wants to serve and will
utilize the program as a means to serve that particular population.
For this to be accomplished the program must offer its personnel
well-defined roles and clear presentation of the interrelationships
between these roles. The faculty must understand that college-
level teaching, although the most important, is but one of the duties
they are required to perform. These other duties require the
faculty' s time and devotion, without in any way detracting from
their principal job: teaching. Administrators must be presented
with the notion that supervision is but one of their array of duties
and that their time must be equitably distributed among the constel-
lation of duties they are called to perform. The community must be
seen as a source of feedback, for after all, it is the final recipient
of the program. A program that does not consult the community it
serves to determine how well or how badly it is performing its duties
is like a dentist who does not consult his patient to see if the tooth
he is pulling is the correct one. The interpretation of the com-
munity's feedback as a problematic nuisance is an indication of two
things: (1) of an administrator's "ivory tower" stance,
and (2) of
an admission of the administrator's failure as an educator.
Chapter VI
SUMMARY
Countless immigrants settling in the United States have made this
country a teeming nation of nations, with one tongue necessary to bind
together its diverse elements. However, the seeds of change were
planted when the 1898 Treaty of Paris made the people of Puerto Rico,
Guam, and The Philippines citizens of the United States, automatically
creating citizens whose everyday language was other than English.
With the introduction of large*scale and inexpensive air travel
between Puerto Rico and the United States, thousands of Puerto Ricans
have established residence in this country, the majority of them in
New York City and its environs. Those who were unable to speak
English were barred from higher education unless they somehow
acquired fluency in the new language.
In 1973 the City University of New York (CUNY) instituted an open
admissions policy which guaranteed every New York City high school
graduate, no matter what his English-language skills, a place in one
of the nineteen colleges of the system. The results of this
policy,
although inconclusive, are positive. This is not to say
that serious
problems have not arisen; problems that the institution is
trying to
correct. One of these is the great numbers of non
-English- speaking




as a Second Language (ESL) programs have become an integral part
of the CUNY curriculum, often carrying college credits (Hostos
Community College of CUNY, for example, offers fourteen credits
for its six-course ESL sequence).
This dissertation focuses on the development of a complete ESL
program for a bilingual college-level curriculum, including theoretical
basis, linguistic, sociological, and self-oriented goals, personnel,
funding, and relation to the surrounding community. The program
has been developed specifically for Spanish -speaking students ad-
mitted to Hostos Community College, a bilingual Spanish- English
college of the City University of New York; but its design is such that
it can be adapted for use with other languages in other college settings.
The program is unique in that, unlike some other college programs
which offer three semester of ESL instruction and then require full
English-language participation in competition with native speakers,
the non- English -speaking students here can begin with academic
courses taught entirely in Spanish and proceed over the three -year
course to be assimilated gradually into the regular course of study,
so that by the second year the student is taking all courses in English.
Two theories of teaching English as a second language, with their
accompanying methodologies, are presented: the audiolingual method ;
sometimes called mechanistic or empiricist; and the cognitive-code
method, sometimes called mentalistic or rationalistic.
The audio-
linguistic method employs learning by oral activity, mainly
mimicry-
no
memorization and pattern drills. The stimulus sentences are so
devised as to elicit one possible right answer; and when basic language
habits have been established to a high degree of automaticity, language
skills are to develop by analogy. The cognitive-code method employs
teaching by rules. The student acquires
. . . conscious control of the phonological,
grammatical, and lexical patterns of a second
language, largely through study and analysis of
these patterns as a body of knowledge. . . .
More importance [Is attachedj to the learner's
under standing of the structure of the foreign
language than to his faculty in using that struc-
ture. ... It is believed that . . . facility will
develop automatically with the use of the lan-
guage in meaningful situations. . . . ^
Research tends to indicate that the audiolingual method is most
successful with children and the cognitive-code method most success-
ful with adults. However, there is no reason to consider the two
approaches mutually exclusive, and the present study develops the
ESL program by incorporating the mutually enhacing aspects of both
approaches into one eclectic frame of reference.
The main body of this study presents objectives for three branches
of language 3tudy: linguistic, self -oriented, and sociological.
The
linguistic aspect takes the student in progressive steps
from the




also provides instruction in major trends in British and American
literature, basic principles of research, recognition of the English
sound system, and opportunity to acquire fluency in oral English and
in written English, with special attention given to structure and
stylistic refinements.
The sociological aspect of the program attempts to enable the
student to function better in his new social milieu by equipping him
with English as an instrument of communication, to bring into aware-
ness the different cultural and behavioral patterns of American society,
to advance reading skills so that the student can keep abreast of new
trends in modem writing, research, and information in order to
contribute to his professional community, to facilitate ease of com-
munication on the professional level with faculty and administration
and on the popular level with peers, to become familiar with English-
language media resources, and to prevent social isolation from the
wider English-language community.
The self-oriented goals include acceptance of the student's accent
as a sign of linguistic enrichment, instilling of pride in the student's
original cultural background and the contributions of his culture to
the United States, and generally instilling self-confidence
and self-




A second major part of the study is the presentation of a concrete
implementation plan for higher education for monolingual Spanish-
speaking students in a bilingual community college (Hostos). English
as a second language is taught two hours per day, four days per week,
with six graduated levels of instruction ranging from elementary to
advanced and including a survey of British and American literature
and elementary research and fact-finding. Small classes (fifteen stu-
dents) allow individual participation. Pronunciation, stress, intonation,
and syntax are stressed, with drills, work in the language laboratory,
and English conversation.
During the first semester, all courses except ESL are taught in
Spanish. Courses might include history, psychology, biology, govern-
ment, and reading. In the second semester, ail courses except ESL,
biology, and history are taught in Spanish. In the third semester, only
mathematics and Spanish literature are taught in Spanish, and in the
fourth semester, only one course is taught in Spanish, usually
Spanish history. From the fifth semester on, all courses are taught
in English.
A personnel structure for the administration of the ESL component
of a bilingual college is described, with models for faculty,
adminis-
trators, guidance counselors, and other personnel.
Development
materials and resources is also described. Methods
for community
involvement include adult classes in ESL for community
members, as
113
well as opportunity to audit regular college courses; classes for public
school paraprofessionals and for students who wish to become ESL
teachers; and classes on English required in the business world.
Funding is discussed in terms of maximum coordination of activities
with the English Department in order to avoid duplication of services
and to facilitate maximum use of available resources.
Although this program is designed for use in a particular existing
college and community, it is expected that it can be adapted to other
localities and colleges throughout the United States.
2The model presented here is the result of the writer's experience
and expertise in the field of English as a Second Language and its ad-
ministration. Yet, it is important to realize that any pedagogical
situation is not static. On the contrary, programs must respond to
needs, and needs are dynamic, living entities. As such, they are
subject to constant changes. It is for this reason that an administra-
tor must be aware that in the implementation of this model, or any
other model, for that matter, he must be cognizant of the adjustment
2The candidate is currently Director of the English as
a Second
Language Program at Hostos Community College of the
University o
the City of New York. The study presented here is
a further develop-
ment of the working model now in progress at Hostos.
This written
prototype is designed especially for
implementation in a bilingual
college such as Hostos. It is also intended
for adaptation to the p
grams of monolingual institutions of higher
education.
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he must make to cope with the needs of the special population he is
dealing with; and the special chronological, sociological, and cultural
time the program is experiencing. Once these have been ascertained
follow-up activities must involve the community and recipient agencies
to determine the quality of the product. The program must be in-
volved in a constant process of curricular and materials revision to
purify the product.
A pitfall that any administrator must avoid is to let the personality
frictions that always accompany social interchange be a stumbling
block to the development of the program. A program is implemented
by individuals. Whenever individuals work in close contact, personality
friction develops. It is an important duty of any administrator to
channel the energies of all the participants of the program away from
personality friction concerns and to gear these energies to the refine-
ment and realization of the goals of the program.
This model is presented with these concepts in mind. It is only a
frame of reference which the administrator must place within the





Sample Program for Low Elementary ESL’
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Sample Program for Advanced ESL
4th Semester:
*Only Spanish history taught in Spanish.
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Sample Program for Post-Advanced ESL Student"'
6th Semester:































*AU courses taught in English.
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